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Chapter One: Preliminaries

1.1. Introduction

     A number of researchers (Alderson & Urquhart, 1984; Chai, 2001; Hudson, 

1982; Yusuf, 2010) have stated that the reading skill is one of the most crucial

skills for educational and professional achievement. Langer (1981) states that

reading is the most important activity in any language class, not only as a source of

information and a pleasurable activity, but also as a means of consolidating and

extending one’s knowledge of the language. Reading adds more strength to

learners’ other skills. Some studies (Carrol & Floyd, 1989; Reutzel, 1985, as cited

in Yusuf, 2011) have found that learners with a larger range of vocabulary are the

ones who read more, do better on tests of grammar and have better writing

performances. Langer (1981) and Johnson (1982) have reported the crucial effects

of activating readers’ background knowledge in the comprehension of any new

text. According to them, preparing readers for the concepts they follow in a reading

text is not the only thing that pre-reading activities do, but they make the reading

comprehension task more tangible; they also connect the new concept to the

already existing ones in the readers’ mind. Research has not demonstrated which of

these two is more influential, though.  



     A schema is a knowledge structure which indicates the typical relations among

its component parts; comprehending a thing, event, or relationship occurs when a

sufficient number of slots in a schema are filled (Canney & Winograd, 1979). 

Besides, they note that “schema can also embed one within another. There can be a

dominant schema containing numerous sub-schemata. The sub- schemata relate to

the dominant schema, but some sub-schema may be less central to the dominant

schema than others” (p. 7). Anderson (1977) suggests that to comprehend a thing, 

event, or relationship is to find a one-to one correspondence between the slots

already existing in a schema and the ones in the given message. Therefore, prior

knowledge seems necessary in the comprehension process, and it has often been

emphasized by teachers and material developers. Students are often encouraged by

teachers to connect what they already know about the subject of the text with what

they read in the text. This encouragement often takes the form of a warm up

section before reading the text begins. Now, the question is how the teacher can

create a situation that activates the readers’ relevant background knowledge or

schemata. Accordingly, the purpose of the present study is to investigate the

relationship between students’ pre-task activities and their level of reading

comprehension and also vocabulary recognition and recall.  



1.2. Statement of the Problem

     Despite the fact that some texts are rejected on the ground that the information

they contain is too unfamiliar to the students, activating prior knowledge is often

forgotten or ignored in the discussion of reading texts, but the linguistic difficulty

of texts has always been under debate as the only existing obstacle to the process

of comprehending reading texts. Thus, the main purpose of this study is to produce

empirical evidence of the importance of activating prior knowledge through pre-

task activities and its relationship with the level of learners’ reading

comprehension and vocabulary recognition and recall. 

1.3. Statement of the Questions and Hypotheses

1.3.1. Research Questions

     The following research questions are the guiding forces in this study:

     1. Are there any significant differences among the effects of pre-task activity

types on learners’ reading comprehension?

     2. Are there any significant differences among the effects of pre-task activity

types on learners’ vocabulary recognition?



     3.  Are there any significant differences among the effects of pre-task activity

types on learners’ vocabulary recall?

1.3.2. Research Hypotheses

     Since there is not enough evidence to support any directional hypothesis, the

following null-hypotheses are formulated:

     1. There are no significant differences among the effects of pre-task activity

types on learners’ reading comprehension. 

     2. There are no significant differences among the effects of pre-task activity

types on learners’ vocabulary recognition. 

     3. There are no significant differences among the effects of pre-task activity

types on learners’ vocabulary recall. 

1.4.   Significance of the study

     Both reading comprehension and vocabulary recognition and recall play a vital

role in second/foreign language teaching and learning. The question is how

teachers can be sure they have selected the best activities to do so. There is little



doubt that students learn better in cooperative and collaborative environments, but

how could a teacher be sure that the type of tasks planned for working in groups

are effective. This study will investigate cooperative and collaborative learning

activities through the stages of team development. Moreover, it aims to find out

which one of these pre-task activity types is most effective on reading

comprehension and vocabulary recognition and recall. There is little research in

this regard, usually with contradictory results. The combination of all the above

circumstances warrants this study, especially, in academic environments. 

1.5.   Limitations and delimitations of the study

     This research, like the majority of educational studies, suffers from certain

limitations; thus, the following limitations have to be taken into consideration:

     1. Some participants cooperated imperfectly. 

     2. This research was conducted in only one language institute and the number of

participants was 120. Therefore, the results of this study may not be generalizable

to populations in other regions which may differ significantly in terms of factors

such as culture and background. 



     3. Finding an adequate number of participants with characteristics suitable for

the present study was a challenge. 

     4. In the present study, age and gender of the participants were not variables. 

So, care must be exercised in generalizing the findings beyond their proper limits. 

1.6. Definition of Key Terms

       1. 6. 1. Pre-reading activities:

     1. Ringler and Weber (1984) hold that pre-reading activities are those enabling

activities which provide a reader with necessary background to organize activities

and to comprehend materials. Such experiences involve learners in dealing with

the purpose(s) followed by reading and constructing the knowledge base essential

for comprehending the content and the structure of the materials. According to

them, such activities activate prior knowledge, construct background knowledge, 

and focus readers’ attention on the reading context. 

     2. Pre-reading activities are those which introduce a particular text to the reader, 

obtain or develop prior knowledge relevant to that specific text, and activate

appropriate and relevant schemata (Barnett, 1998). 



1. 6. 2. Pre-task activities:

     Prabhu (1987) notes that pre-task is a task in its own right; it is performed

through teacher-class interaction with the teacher using questions to guide students

to the task outcome.

1. 6. 3. Recognition:

      Recognition exercises are those activities which include questions, distracter

choices, and true choices as the essential parts of the question items, and students

must recognize the correct answer from among the alternatives. Multiple-choice or

matching items are good examples among this type of activities (Clariana & Lee, 

2001). For the purpose of the present study, vocabulary recognition is operationally

defined and measured as the participants’ performance on a multiple-choice

vocabulary test. 

1. 6. 4. Recall:

     Recall exercises are those activities which include some cues and are supposed

to be answered correctly from memory. Constructed response or fill-in-the-blank

type activities are good examples of this kind of activities (Clariana & Lee, 2001). 



For the purpose of the present study, vocabulary recall is operationally defined and

measured as the participants’ performance on a fill-in-the-blanks vocabulary test. 

1. 6. 5. Reading Comprehension:

     Reading comprehension is a complex cognitive skill in which the reader should

construct meaning by using all the available resources from both the text and

previous knowledge. These resources help readers in utilizing lexis and syntax, 

retrieving their meaning from one’s mental lexicon, making inferences, and

employing schemata. The correct implementation of these resources can assist

readers in the process of successful comprehension of the reading text

(Yazdanpanah, 2007). For the purpose of the present study, reading comprehension

is operationally defined and measured as the participants’ scores on a reading

comprehension test. 



Chapter Two: Theoretical Background

2.1. Introduction

     In this chapter, the literature relevant to the present study is divided into three

sections, the first one is related to reading comprehension, the second one is related

to vocabulary recognition and the third one is related to vocabulary recall. 

     In section one, the notion of task and pre-task activities, reading

comprehension, types of schemata, and different perspectives towards schema

classification are reviewed. Section two is related to the various perspectives

towards vocabulary recognition and finally, the third section is related to the

various attitudes towards vocabulary recall. A brief introduction to recognition and

recall tests is also added to this section. 

2.2. The notion of task and pre-task activities

     The notion of ‘task’ has become an undeniably crucial parameter for syllabus

designers and language teachers in the process of assessing language learners

(Nunan, 2004). Many definitions of tasks exist in various perspectives; a clear-cut

definition of each has become an issue by itself (Abdollazade, 2008). Ellis (2009)

states that a task is a work plan that involves a primary focus on meaning, has



some kind of ‘gap’, the participants choose the linguistic resources needed to

complete the task and more importantly, has a clearly defined outcome. On the

other hand, Abdollazade (2008) suggests that the basic building blocks in any

language learning activity from either a language acquisition or a communicative

view are defined as tasks. Nunan (1991) also offers particular definitions of ‘task’, 

exhibiting that they are all similar in one feature: they all signify that tasks are

involved with communicative language use in which the user’s focus of attention is

on meaning rather than on linguistic form. 

     Different principles are recognized for sequencing tasks based on their

complexity. These principles pertain to task input, task conditions, task outcomes, 

and the process of performing the task (Ellis, 2009). It is obvious that translating

these principles into reality is not always a straightforward matter. Most of the

tasks designed combine a body of superiorities, and so it is a fine conclusion to say

that the transfer of meaning is the basic goal of any specific task, or to claim that a

task has a real-world objective (Skehan, 1996). According to Abdollazade (2008), 

a task is fundamentally explored as an influential frame by researchers and

language teachers. 

     One can, based on the task characteristics, recognize strong and weak forms of

the task-based approach. The strong form would argue that the units of language

teaching could be called tasks, and that everything else is considered subservient. 



On the contrary, the weak form of task-based instruction would claim that tasks

make an essential component of language instruction, but that they are embedded

within a more complicated instructional content (Skehan, 1996). 

     We deal with two aspects of methodology including the organization of task-

based lessons, which contain a pre-task phase, a main-task phase, and a post-task

phase and the participatory structure of task-based lessons, containing individual

student activity, teacher-class activity and small group work (Brown, 2001). The

purpose of the pre-task phase is to prepare students to perform the task in ways that

will promote acquisition. A good pre-task plan can be invaluable for safety, 

productivity, and morale. If everyone involved really understands what needs to be

done; it will likely get done more safely and more quickly. It will also reduce the

number of misunderstandings which can lead to mistakes, delays, and increased

costs. Three approaches are the guiding forces in the options for the pre-task phase. 

These three options include focus on motivational, cognitive, and linguistic

demands (Richards & Rodgers, 2002). 

     Procedural options for the pre-task phase may include supporting learners in

performing a task similar to the main task, providing learners with a model of how

the task might be performed, engaging learners in non-task activities designed to

help them perform the task and, last but not least, providing learners with the

opportunity to plan how to perform the task (Willis & Willis, 2007). 



     Prabhu (1987) notes that the pre-task is a task in its own right; it is performed

through teacher-class interaction with the teacher using questions to guide students

to the task outcome. The use of tasks in the field of language learning and teaching

has a long history, specifically in the ‘communicative approach’ to language

pedagogy. 

      Brown (2001) states that “a task is really a special form of technique” (P. 50). 

In other words, task and technique can be interchangeable, such as a problem-

solving task/technique or a role-play task/technique. In some cases, a task has

bigger ultimate ends than a technique (Brown, 2001). Crookes (1989) regards a

task as an activity, usually with an exactly defined goal within it, undertaken as

part of an educational course, at work, or used to elicit data for research. As some

principles of task-based instruction, Willis (1996) notes that there should be

exposure to worthwhile and authentic language, and there should be a use of

language in a task. Tasks should be motivating for learners and engage them in

language use. There should be a kind of focus on language at some point in the

design and procedures of using tasks. Such approaches have given learners more

meaningful tasks to fulfill (Foster & Skehan, 1999). In this way, learners will be

pushed to develop their underlying inter-language systems, incorporating new

language forms and achieving control over them (Swain, 1995). Such tasks not

only encourage output which might attract consideration in addition to proposing



and examining hypotheses, but they also create occasions for output to perform as

a meta-linguistic instrument (Swain, 1999). 

     After all, task-based language teaching and learning is an achievement of a

broad scope of pedagogy, namely communicative language teaching (Wang, 

2008). Robinson (2003) shows how task-based pedagogy facilitates the cognitive

processes involved in language production (performance) and acquisition

(development), and their interrelationships in a communicative environment. In the

last two decades, the proponents of communicative language teaching have

emphasized students’ ability to use language in real-life situations out of the

confinements of the classroom. Thus, task-based language instruction, which

employs communicative tasks as the basic unit of analysis for emphasizing

communicative classroom activities, has been the focus of attention. More

interestingly, there are suggestions as to how pre-task, mid-task and post-task

activities can be employed to make an effective balance between form and

meaning within task-based approaches to instruction (Skehan & Foster, 1997).  

     Pre-task activities, including inductive learning activities with specific factors

of task input can be considered as the most salient activities. These activities

include consciousness-raising activities and pre-task planning (Skehan & Foster, 

1997). Consciousness-raising activities have been a part of language teaching for a

long period of time (Willis & Willis, 2007). Thus, it appears that developing and



running pre-task activities to awaken the reader’s background knowledge, namely

schemata, is necessary. 

     Willis and Willis (2007) suggest that in a task-based language teaching

framework, the language in need is not chosen previously and prepared for the

learners who then experience it. Rather, it is elicited from the learners with support

from the teacher or facilitator, to fulfill the demands of the activities and tasks. 

Willis and Willis (2009) suggest that the teacher or facilitator explores the topic

with the group and highlights useful words and phrases. It is at this stage that

teachers need to relate the chosen material to the task. In preparing the students to

fulfill the main task, the teacher or facilitator needs to consider how the chosen

piece of material will be accomplished. The material to be achieved can be used for

topic content as a springboard or to pinpoint useful words and phrases. It is up to

the facilitator or teacher to decide how much language work he/she thinks will be

needed by the learners, but it is necessary to remember the purpose of using a piece

of material in a pre-task lead-in. 

     Willis (1998) suggests the following as some examples of pre-task activities:

• Material exploitation: using a picture/text etc. to lead into the topic

• Brainstorming: making a list; comparing ideas; sharing experiences

• Activating language: eliciting and providing vocabulary



     The main focus of pre-task reading activities is on supporting readers to make

predictions or intelligent guesses about the content of the text and, therefore, 

activate efficient top-down procedure for reading comprehension. Several signs

within a text, including the titles, subtitles, pictures, or descriptions, are typically

completely related to the writer’s content and conceptions. Thus, on the basis of

each of them, students predict what is in the text. Nevertheless, in order to predict

more specifically, students clearly require more processes (Williams, 1987). 

According to Chia (2001), some of these probable processes may include the

following:

1. Students might be required to read the heading of the text, using such

questions as: What do you know about the topic already and what do you

think you will learn about it?

2. Students might be required to skim the beginning paragraphs that commonly

present the main subjects mentioned within the text, utilizing questions such

as: ‘Can you diagnose the extensive subjects of the text?’

3. Students might be required to skim the first sentence of every paragraph, 

typically the topic sentence that presents the main idea of the paragraph

applying such questions as: ‘Can you diagnose the main points of the text?’

4. Students might be required to read the final paragraph that frequently shows

the writer’s conclusion. Students might also be asked to deliberate the way



the writer establishes the information with the intent to introduce his/her real

perspective. 

     The above-mentioned pre-task activities plainly include questions to which the

reader is asked to elicit a reply from the passage. 

     Swain (1999) suggests that in addition to students, instructors, researchers and

also testers have much to learn by detecting the significance of collaborative tasks. 

a) Instructors can attain visions into the suppositions students have regarding

language and content, assisting them to direct their education towards inaccurately

taken suppositions. 

b) Researchers can attain visions into the procedures of language learning while

students are involved with the process of problem solving by the use of linguistic

knowledge. 

c) Testers can attain visions about what to test, and also the reason behind perfect

or imperfect performances of students on a special test. If the students did not

notice the effects of dealing with the test, how come they should have a good

performance on it? Further, students might have acquired extra matters not being

tested, which can be considered as a merit to themselves, rather than a credit to the

tester. 



d) Students can attain visions into their own flaws considering their linguistic

knowledge and consequently, progress strategies for solving them by cooperating

with a partner. 

     Furthermore, such tasks should not be considered as ‘stand-alone’ activities. 

Not to mention that instructors’ accessibility while performing on such tasks, and

their particular focus on the exactitude of the ultimate output succeeding to the

fulfillment of such collaborative activities, are inherently crucial parameters for

students’ particular process of learning (Swain, 1999). 

2.3. Reading

2.3.1. What is reading comprehension?

     Reading is likely to be considered as the most significant skill among the four

language skills particularly in scholastic settings for a wide range of learners

including those learning foreign languages. This undeniable significance made a

large number of studies to be dedicated to the exploration and teaching of reading. 

Also, a large number of studies have been done with the intent to explore the

process of reading. Nevertheless, it is still a phenomenon which remains largely

not understood, and there is not even a commonly approved extensive theory

behind it (Cekic, 2007). Nevertheless, reading is beheld as a main origin of



intelligible input and as an experience that many earnest learners most need to

apply (Gilakjani & Ahmadi, 2011). 

     Reading without comprehension is not reading. Students encounter difficulties

while comprehending a text for a wide range of reasons including insufficiency of

assurance, low decoding and fluency aptitudes, and defective strategies for setting

a goal for reading, controlling one’s comprehension, and solving problems (Dalton

& Proctor, 2007). Since reading comprehension is a process that is contingent upon

the achievement on the interaction between the text and reader attributes

(Nodushan, 2010), before exploring the notion of reading comprehension, it seems

crucial to consider the concept of the text. A text is an intact linguistic unit which

discusses a topic about which different people have different ways of expanding

(Zhang, 2008). The text, by itself, does not transfer meaning, though. Rather, a text

is only considered as a guide for readers or listeners as to how they should organize

the intended meaning from their own already existing knowledge. Since perception

is involved with the knowledge possessed by the listener or reader in addition to

the information within the text, for the effective perception of the text, the

capability to connect the textual material to one’s previously acquired knowledge

is also certainly required (Carrell, 1983c).   

     Reading comprehension occurs when the meaning of a passage is totally

correspondent with the network of information, established in meaningful ways in



terms of a particular society. Furthermore, it is almost always assumed that

students’ advancing capabilities to understand language contribute largely to their

reading experiences (O’Brien & Walsleben, 2006). Reading is an important skill

for learners of English. This skill can also be considered as the most essential skill

to succeed in learning (Anderson, 2003). Grabe and Stoller (2001) state that the

reading skill is considered as a dominant instrument for achieving new information

and accessing alternative elaborations and understandings in academic texts. 

Besides, this skill plays an important role in autonomous learning whether the final

destination is developing language abilities, performing better on academic texts, 

or learning more about a special subject matter.  

     According to Ajideh (2003), reading comprehension can be considered as one

of the main purposes of language teaching/learning. Reading does not only

consider the processes of decoding and visual word recognition. Rather, its final

goal is comprehension (Ouellette, 2006). Although reading comprehension has

always been considered as a crucial skill, especially for students with low abilities

in reading, which makes it easy for the students to participate in mainstream

content-area classes, paradoxically, many students are not sufficiently capable to

contribute reading guidance (Bremer, Vaughn, Clapper, & Kim, 2002). Seidenberg

(2005) defines readers as experts at a rather complicated, unique human skill, yet

peoples’ instincts about how they accomplish in this skill is fairly confined. Since



the process of reading is not widely conscious, readers are aware of the outcome, 

which is text comprehension, but not of how this outcome is fulfilled. 

      Reading comprehension literature has a long and rich history behind (Duke &

Pearson, 2002). Many different models of reading comprehension emphasize the

idea of limited processing capacity, which can be seen as an undeniably crucial

source of individual differences in the process of developing reading

comprehension skill (Seigneuric, Ehrlich, Oakhill, & Yuill, 2000). Carriedo, 

Elosua , and Garcia-Madruga (2011) state that reading comprehension is a

complicated cognitive process, which consists of a number of interactive activities

bridging the text, the way of thinking of the readers attempting to understand the

text, and the context itself. Cubukcu (2008) suggests that successful

comprehension cannot be accomplished automatically. Rather, it is contingent

upon a directed cognitive effort, which includes knowledge about cognitive

processing. Through this processing, a reader takes controlling, monitoring, and

evaluating the reading process into special consideration (Cubukcu, 2004). 

     Nunan (2004) states that reading comprehension involves highly complex

cognitive processes and, contrary to listening comprehension, which is ephemeral, 

reading comprehension can be considered as permanent. He also adds that reading

involves the processing of written language.  Rivers and Temperly (1978) report



that one main purpose for reading is to obtain instructions on how to perform some

tasks for work or daily life, such as knowing how an appliance works. 

     Based on the above-mentioned studies, Gilakjani and Ahmadi (2011) concluded

the following:

1. Our interpretation of reading is best known as a process of interaction which

occurs between the reader and the text. The central principle is that the

reader reestablishes the information of the text based partly on the

information elicited from the text and partly from the background

knowledge accessible to the reader. 

2. Reading is an interactive process, which refers to the interaction of many

constituent skills inherently in simultaneous affairs; the interaction among

these cognitive skills results in the process of reading comprehension to

happen fluently. Thus, the skill of reading is involved with both a body of

lower-level, expeditious, automatic skills of identification and also a body of

higher-level interpretation or comprehension skills. 

     The DART (Directed Activities Related to Text) model is a task type which was

developed by Davies and Greene (1984) as a harsh criticism against the traditional

reading exercises such as multiple-choice items, which they argue, are

emphatically limited in their potential scopes as learning activities. According to



them, a good reading task is one which typically makes the most of authentic

atmosphere, provides students with a typical framework for processing and

analyzing the text, frequently involves an oral reading of the text by the teacher or

the student followed by silent reading and rereading of the text, involves students

interacting with the text and with each other along with the interaction with the

world outside, involves students in direct analysis of the text rather than the usual

indirect question answering, and ultimately involves students in transferring the

information they get from the text to a kind of real representation of what they

have learned from the reading text.  

     Goodman (1970) calls reading “a psycholinguistic guessing game”. In similar

manners, most foreign language reading specialists view reading as an interactive

mental process in which the reader interacts with the text to create meaning

(Bernhardt, 1986; Carrell, Devine, & Eskey, 1988; Rumelhart, 1977). One of the

crucial segments of this interactive mental process gives emphasis to ‘schemata’, 

which is the readers’ already existing notions regarding the text to be read and the

world outside (Barnett, 1988). 

     There are two main perspectives on reading. In top-down process or approach, 

learners make use of previous knowledge or higher-level knowledge in analyzing

and processing information which is received from words, sentences, etc. In

bottom-up process or approach, learners make use principally of information which



is already present in the data including the words, sentences, etc. As applied to

reading comprehension, for example, bottom-up processing would correspond with

comprehending a text mainly by analyzing the words and sentences in the text. 

Top-down processing, on the other hand, would make use of readers’ previous

knowledge, expectations, experiences, scripts, and schemes, in reading the text

(Ajideh, 2003). We comprehend the language of a reading text through the

interaction of these two processes (Yazdanpanah, 2007). While reading a text, the

reader perceptually rearranges the raw data and then makes decisions on the given

information (bottom-up). However, top-down processing influences the processing

of the raw data by matching them to the activated notions in the readers’ minds

(Jay, 2003). 

     Learning the best way to read professionally is a longitudinal procedure of

development and at the end of this process, good readers will be able to read a

varied range of reading texts with comfort and attention, will be able to read

purposefully, and additionally, will be able to read with understanding even when

the reading passages are neither too easy nor essentially engaging. So, thinking

about reading comprehension is a familiar concept for good readers who can attain

new information and comprehend new conceptions, can utilize contextual

information properly, and can get involved with the procedure of reading and

pondering upon what is being read (Snow, 2002). 



     Duke and Pearson (2002) state that a great part on the procedure of reading

comprehension has been based upon the studies of good readers. They list the

following characteristics for good readers:

• Good readers are assiduous readers. 

• From the starting point, they are clear about the goal they have in their

minds for their reading. They continually evaluate whether the text, and their

reading of it, can be considered supportive in the way of their achieving their

purposes. 

• Good readers usually behold the text before they read, considering things, 

such as the arrangement of the text and the sections of the text that can be

most related to their reading purposes. 

• While their reading, good readers consistently predict what is to happen next

in the reading. 

• They read preferably, consistently deciding about their reading, including

what to read attentively, what to read promptly, what not to read, what to

read again, and so on.  

• Good readers establish, reconsider, and examine the meanings they organize

while reading the text. 

• Good readers intend to certify the meaning of unknown terms and notions in

the text, and they deal with inconsistencies when required. 



• They elicit, assimilate, and connect their previous information with the new

information embedded in the text. 

• They reflect upon the writers of the text, their modes, ideas, goals, historical

background, and so on. 

• They control their comprehension of the text, making judgments in their

reading when necessary. 

• They evaluate the quality and value of the texts, and show reactions to the

text in a wide range of ways, both emotionally and cognitively. 

• Good readers read varied kinds of text variedly. 

• When reading narrative texts, good readers take the situation and characters

into their special consideration. 

• When reading demonstrative texts, good readers consistently establish and

reconsider extracts of what they have read. 

• For good readers, text proceeding takes place not only while reading the

text, but also during brief breaks they have while reading, even after the

‘reading’ itself has initiated. Even after the ‘reading’ has culminated. 

• Even though comprehension is known as a time-consuming, prolonged, and

complicated activity, it seems to be both struggling and creative for good

readers. 



     In addition to the above mentioned, Fielding and Pearson (1994) maintain that

an accomplished schedule of teaching of reading comprehension should contain

the following four constituents:

• Extensive amounts of time for genuine reading of the texts. 

• Instructor-orientated teaching within strategies of comprehension. 

• Conveniences for collaborative and peer education, and

• Opportunities for learners to communicate with a teacher and with one

another regarding their replies to reading. 

     The outcomes of maintained reading comprehension schedules within some

years (Fielding & Pearson, 1994) suggest, however, that plainly designating time

does not seem to be sufficient. Instructors, on the other hand, might enhance this

potential possibility that allocating more time to the contextual reading will lead to

developing reading comprehension skills:

1. Opportunity. Instructors can present some opportunities in selecting texts. 

Even though no research has been found directly connecting opportunity to

the development of reading comprehension, some researchers (Anderson et

al., 1987) maintain that opportunity directly links to attraction and

motivation, both of which are connected immediately to education. 



2. Appropriate level of difficulty. Instructors are able to control students’ as

well as their own options to make sure that all of the learners allocate most

of their time reading books with optimal level of difficulty, which means

neither so difficult that learners’ mental resources are engaged with solely

considering the way to read the words nor so easy to handle that no new

information is possibly available to gain (Fielding & Pearson, 1994). 

3. Extensive readings. Instructors should credit and motivate multiple readings

of texts that tend to develop comprehension and fluency (Allington, 1983). 

Even though most of the studies with the subject of rereading of texts have

developments in the speed of reading as the main focus of attention, 

exactitude, paraphrasing, and accentuation, a growing body of research has

demonstrated enhanced reading comprehension (Dowhower, 1987). 

4. Social meaning discussions. The time allocated to the reading

comprehension shouldn’t be totally “silent”. Instead, instructors should (a)

designate some time to peer-reading, composed of students with diverse

capabilities (Koskinen & Blum, 1986; Labbo & Teale, 1990); (b) create

constant occasions for learners with the intent to negotiate their reading with

the instructor and with one another. This is because reading comprehension

is perpetually viewed as a social rather than a mental procedure (Fielding &

Pearson, 1994).  



     Although reading comprehension skill and background knowledge may not be

considered as two completely separable issues, they are assumed to contribute to

the process of reading comprehension in rather different manners (Ozuru, 

Dempsey, & McNamara, 2009). McCarthy (1991) also suggests that readers’

knowledge of the structure of the text assists them to discover the content of the

text within a shorter time. Accordingly, schemata or background knowledge will

be of primary importance for readers. Therefore, pre-reading activities based on

schemata should be used for activating and building such background knowledge

called schemata (Ajideh, 2003). 

2.3.2. Reading comprehension instructional frameworks

     Research shows that reading comprehension strategies should be unequivocally

instructed over an extended period of time (Ness, 2010). It is also recommended by

some researchers (Block, Gambrell, & Pressley, 2002; Keene & Zimmermann, 

1997; Pearson, Roehler, Dole, & Duffy, 1992; Pressley, 2002a) that reading

comprehension strategies be transferred to students while they are involved in

reading rather than apart from reading. From the perspective of the significance of

reading comprehension, a crucial issue for instructional psychology is considering



the parameters of efficient teaching for reading comprehension (Hiebert &

Raphael, 1996). 

     Ness (2010) states that reading comprehension strategies are significant for

students’ learning since they could commence an entire new creation of

experiences so students can comprehend the given text. The effects of not

providing students with precise reading comprehension strategy disciplines are

costly to elementary school students and beyond. Swaffar, Arens, and Byrones

(1991) point out the advantages of previewing strategies that allow students to

form a theory about the text. By the use of contextual clues, designations, titles, 

and images, students are stimulated to make inferences prior to reading. 

Additionally, Swaffar, et al. (1991) identify different text genres, including plays, 

articles, poetries, and notifications, as a mainly significant preview practice. She

also states that involving with this type of analysis qualifies students to get to know

the possible rhetorical grammar, probable parts on the expansion of concepts and

stylistic markers. 

     The instructional frameworks have always been examined as a whole in real

classroom environments. The results of studies on the whole frameworks have

revealed that the individual activities together enhance comprehension (Liang &

Dole, 2006). Comprehension instruction is divided into two main divisions: 1)

instruction that has students’ assistance in perceiving the content of a particular



text as its priority, and 2) instruction that has comprehension strategies to assist

students to perceive texts of any kind as its priority. The former pays more

attention to students’ comprehension of the message of a specific text that they are

reading. On the contrary, the latter pays more attention to students’ comprehension

of the strategies of understanding the texts they are reading and often employs texts

more as passages to experience applying the process than as something specific

from which to learn (Liang & Dole, 2006). 

A. Scaffolded Reading Experience (SRE): Building a purpose for reading

     Wood, Bruner, and Ross (1976) first used the expression scaffolding to

symbolize mothers’ literal interaction while reading to their young children. 

Scaffolding in SREs pertains to an adaptable assistance that, in spite of not being

permanent, authorizes students to succeed in a task that would not be possible

without the scaffold or to fulfill a task more completely and more contentedly than

they could without the scaffold (Graves & Graves, 2003).  

     Vygotsky (1978) also offers the idea of scaffolding teaching as a strategy of

teaching. The idea rises from Vygotsy’s (1978) socio-cultural theory and his

conception of the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD). This concept originates

from the range between what a child can do independently and what the child can



do with the help of a more expert person. In scaffolding teaching, an instructor

prepares scaffolds or assistance in order to enable students to construct and

internalize new information on their background knowledge. A significant feature

of scaffolding teaching is the temporary state of scaffolds or supports. Once the

enhancement in the learners’ abilities takes place, the scaffolding or support is

eliminated. In this level, learners are able to fulfill the task without requiring any

scaffold or support. Thus, in scaffolding instruction the main purpose for

instructors is to support students in the way of becoming independent and self-

controlled learners (Scharlach, 2008). Additionally, one of the significant

parameters in planning a Scaffolded Reading Experience is emphatically the text

itself. The level of difficulty of the texts should be measured, as well as the

possibility that the students’ motivation might be activated to read them while

equalizing the appropriate readers with the appropriate texts. Until recent years, the

level of text difficulty was usually measured with the formulas of readability or

mathematical equations, which considered the level of the difficulty of the

vocabulary items besides the level of the complexity of the sentences, and finally

allocated a level of quality to a text. However, readability formulas have received

their own share of criticism (Graves & Graves, 2003). 

     Referring to Rodgers and Rodgers (2004), Zygouris-Coe, Wiggins, and Smith

(2005) offer special principles for literacy learning:



• Scaffolding is announced by attentive information. Detecting the needs of

students assists decisions as to what should be instructed and when. 

Instructors should apply information logs or an information matrix to form

students’ demeanors and alternations they have discerned in terms of their

students’ application of strategies and techniques. 

• Reply to what you observe the student is really attempting to do. If you

see a student struggling with a conception or task, even after teaching it for

several times, this can be considered as a sign that the student has not

learned it yet and still needs assistance. Getting a student to read aloud and

discovering whether the strategies were applied appropriately or never

applied is excessively benevolent in managing scaffolding. 

• Instruct today’s students. A student’s Zone of Proximal Development

(ZPD) constantly fluctuates. Instructors should consider controlling and

observing learners on a constant basis. Instructors should also build their

teaching on the basis of what the students are able to perform presently, not

what they were able to perform in the previous month or week. 

• Choose the proper book for the proper students. Regarding the fact that it

is not always easy to assist learners to choose a book, who generally utilize

particular books on a specific level, instructors should provide learners with



special occasions to operate on texts that are neither too submissive nor too

difficult. This will provide more chance to scaffold education. 

     SRE is a constitutional framework that may be applied by elementary and

secondary teachers to connect the reading process to the content of the text. SRE

has two instructional elements as its targets: strategies and techniques. Strategies

are instruments that are employed by students in order to gain information, 

whereas techniques are the class of activities that are utilized by the teacher to

guarantee proper pre-reading, during-reading, and post-reading activities. 

Scaffolding refers to the degree of support a teacher must provide to enable

students to read more difficult texts. SRE is shown to support learners to improve

their abilities at scholarly examination. In this way, readers are provided with

many occasions at different levels to consider what they are reading through

discussion and writing (Swanson, 2009). Although the combination of pre-reading, 

during-reading, and post-reading activities is particularly shown to be effective for

the specific combination of students, texts, and purposes, they can be considered as

only a part of the selected combinations. Thus, there is no exceptional association

of pre-, during-, and post-reading activities that establishes the eventual or

individual alternatives. Therefore, a collection of alternatives typically exist, which

may be considered pertinent in a specific setting in addition to an even greater

number that will not be proper (Fitzgerald & Graves, 2004). 



     Teaching students with various kinds of aptitudes and needs has always been

challenging for instructors. Scaffolded reading experience can provide an efficient

framework based on research that teachers can utilize to aid English language

learners. The scaffolded reading experience contains a collection of pre-reading, 

during-reading, and post-reading activities to apply to any type of text. Besides

acknowledging that the SRE framework leads to very diverse SREs for diverse

conditions, it is important to note that the constituents of each phase of the SRE are

related to one another (Graves & Graves, 2003).  

     SRE is an elastic framework for instructing lessons involving texts. It expedites

English language learners’ reading improvement as well as their learning through

reading (Fitzgerald & Graves, 2005). Nevertheless, a scaffolded reading

experience (SRE) is different from other instructional frameworks in that an SRE

is not the particular plan to read the text. Instead, an SRE can be considered as a

pliable plan that can be matched with a particular setting. It consists of two parts. 

The first one, namely the planning phase, pays more attention to the specific group

of students reading the text, the text they are reading, and their aim or aims of

reading the text. On the other hand, the second one, which is known as the

implementation phase, prepares a set of pre-reading, during-reading, and post-

reading alternatives for the particular readers, the text selected to be read, and the

goals of reading (Graves & Graves, 2003). 



     Prosperous fulfillment of SREs is mainly based on particular components. First

and foremost, it is the scaffold itself, including pre-reading, during-reading and

post-reading activities that support English language learners like a skeleton. 

Second, scaffolded reading experiences should be utilized by teachers in ways that

put students in the place of progress (Fitzgerald & Graves, 2005), in a sense that

the practices make the students utilize operations that, in spite of not having

completely developed, are in the process of developing. 

     What enhances the particular effects of scaffolding is that it makes it possible

for teachers to keep a whole task, while students learn to figure out and perform

the parts of the task. It also provides just the right challenge for the learners. 

Moreover, scaffolding integrates various features of a task into an easy chain and

allows students to see how they interrelate. In this way, students will be assisted in

coping with the difficulties of tasks in an accurate manner (Clark & Graves, 2005). 

     Throughout the SRE, the primary focus is on students’ comprehension of the

text. Further, the teacher’s primary goal is to make literally independent readers

out of students. To do this, the teacher first prepares the scaffolds or supports of

reading for the students through modeling and practice and then gradually

eliminates the scaffolds or supports as students become able to direct their own

comprehension (Massey & Heafner, 2004). 



     To sum up, an SRE framework is a specific type of lesson plan that is

dependent upon the notion of scaffolding and on a number of other educational

notions expanded and substantiated over the past three decades. More particularly, 

an SRE framework consists of a collection of pre-reading, during-reading, and

post-reading activity types provided to support a specific group of students to read, 

comprehend, learn from, and relish the target reading passage (Graves &

Fitzgerald, 2003). 

B. Collaborative Strategic Reading (CSR): A systematic and explicit approach

for teaching strategies that improve reading comprehension

    It is a common belief that reading strategies are among the basic features in

achieving accomplishments within theoretical fields. Strategies play a key role in

comprehension since readers apply them to build in a unanimous cognitive account

and to elaborating the situation described in the text (Zainol Abidin, 2012).  

     Klinger and Vaughn (1998) were the ones who first developed Collaborative

Strategic Reading (CSR). These strategies are aimed at involving students in

cooperation in small cooperative groups, including three to five group members, 

and employing four strategies for reading namely, Preview, Click and Cluck, Get

the Gist and Wrap Up. Preview provides the opportunities for students to create



affection and apply their background knowledge to foretell what they will learn

(Zainol Abidin, 2012). Click and Clunk is a self-monitoring strategy designed to

monitor students’ understanding of terms, notions and ideologies that they perceive

or do not perceive or need to get information about. Get the Gist strategy allows

students to elicit the main ideas, namely the gist from the reading text to verify

their comprehension of information. Wrap Up encourages students to utilize

cognitive strategies, such as planning, monitoring and evaluating to further expand

the understanding of the text (Elkaumy, 2004). 

     CSR is a reading comprehension strategy which associates two instructional

principles: (a) modified reciprocal teaching (Palinscar & Brown, 1984), and (b)

cooperative learning (Johnson & Johnson, 1987) or students’ pair works (Bremer, 

Vaughn, Clapper, & Kim, 2002). CSR accosts three predominant instructional

demands, including: first, the best ways to transfer text comprehension strategies to

students to enhance their reading comprehension skills. Second, the particular

ways to appropriately comprise endeavoring readers in learning related to texts

using grade-level texts. And finally, the proper ways to contribute occasions for

English language learners to cooperate interactively and effectively with peers and

improve their attainments (Vaughn & Klingner, 1999). In collaborative learning, in

order to stabilize their comprehension of the content of the reading, students need

special occasions to solve problems, argue, think and settle with their peers. 



Collaborative learning makes sure that learners interact with each other while

learning. This can be considered as a crucial stage, in which students must apply

language when they intend to learn it. The key to collaborative learning, or creative

group work as it is sometimes called, is hidden in the essence of the task. Each

collaborative learning task will impractically have a group performance associated

with a way to reinforce characteristic responsibility so that the instructor ascertains

what each student did while working on the task (Fisher & Frey, 2007). 

     CSR is a completely mature, achievable intervention, the efficiency of which is

already established (Swanson et al., 2011). The important point regarding CSR is

that, here, the teacher should be heavily engaged in introducing the CSR strategies

to students. Thus, the actual planning time seems to be less than the introductory

lessons. This period of introduction takes a vital amount of time. Further, students

continue to require scaffolding or support during participation in groups. As

students become more experienced in applying the strategies, the role of the

teacher becomes minimal and less significant. As time passes, teachers engage in

monitoring the groups and providing help when required (Liang & Dole, 2006). 

     CSR is developed to support students with diverse ability levels by providing

them with four reading comprehension strategies as they learn to work

cooperatively. These strategies include previewing or predicting the texts; giving

feedback by determining ‘click’, which means ‘I get it’ or ‘clunk’, which means ‘I



don’t get it’ at the end of each paragraph; eliciting the most important components

of the text, namely the “gist” of the text; and finally, getting key ideas to ‘wrap up’. 

It equips the teacher and students with step-by-step trainings, lesson plans, sample

dialogues for the teacher and students in addition to whole class activities and

participations (Klingner, Vaughn, & Schumm, 1998). The purposes of CSR are to

enhance reading comprehension and improve conceptual learning in order to

develop students’ engagement with the reading text. Even though CSR strategies

were expanded to assist students with difficulties in learning and at-risk students

for difficulties in reading, they have also revealed some positive effects for average

and high-average achieving students (Klingner & Vaughn, 1998). 

      Reciprocal teaching developed by Palinscar and Brown (1984) is an

educational technique described as a short conversation between teachers and

students in order to build the meaning of the text. Palinscar and Brown’s study

revealed that Reciprocal Teaching (RT) could involve students in the four

strategies, including predicting, questioning, clarifying, and summarizing (Yang, 

2010). It is designed to enhance students’ reading comprehension by teaching them

how to summarize the main content, formulate questions, elaborate on

complexities, and finally predict what may come next (Harris & Hodges, 1995). 

Omari and Weshah (2010) state that reciprocal teaching is considered as one of the

most effective methods in improving the cognitive and metacognitive measures for



the students using organizational procedures enabling them to designate the

appropriate set of strategies at their own rate of development. Reciprocal teaching

occurs when the teacher and students participate in a discourse focusing on

applicable parameters of any particular text (Yang, 2010). Research shows that

reciprocal teaching has an impact on students’ reading comprehension potentiality. 

Reciprocal teaching is designed as an educational process primarily delineated to

develop students’ reading comprehension. The expression ‘reciprocal’, on its own, 

characterizes the origin of the interactions between the teacher and students

(Palinscar, David, & Brown, 1989). 

     In addition to modified reciprocal teaching, the other instructional principle of

CSR is cooperative learning. Cooperative learning is known as an efficient

technique for classrooms which are different from each other culturally and

linguistically (Klingner & Vaughn, 2000). In fact, one of the most successful

teaching strategies in which small groups, containing students with different levels

of abilities, apply a wide range of activities to learn and to enhance their

comprehension of a particular subject matter is called cooperative learning. In this

way, each member of every group has responsibility for acquiring what is taught

and assisting other members of the group to acquire what is taught. Therefore, an

appropriate atmosphere of achievement may be created by the cooperation of each

and every one of the members of the group (Mandal, 2009).  



     Even though cooperative learning is considered as a highly developed

instructional approach, few studies have investigated the lingual communications

of English language learners during cooperative learning (Klingner & Vaughn, 

2000). Most of the theories based on cooperative learning suggest that when

cooperative learning tasks are developed to engage interwoven groups of students, 

using an arranged set of group responsibilities into roles, it can be claimed that the

process of learning is developed (Beck, Chizhik, & McElroy, 2005). 

     It is a common belief among many educators that instead of the teacher, 

students should be at the center of the teaching and learning process (Dyson, 

Griffin, & Hastie, 2004). Cooperative learning is an approach to students’ group-

work which lessens the occurrence of inappropriate circumstances and improves

learning. A large and fast-growing class of research verifies the high potentiality of

cooperative learning in higher education. In comparison with traditionally taught

students with teacher-orientated lectures, students taught cooperatively tend to

achieve better academic results, greater perseverance through development, higher

logical reasoning and precise thinking skills, greater understanding of perceived

material, more time spent on instructional tasks and less distractive activities in

classes, less symptoms of apprehension and disquietude, more instinctive drive to

learn and achieve, greater ability to see special circumstances from other peoples’

views more assertive and confident interactions with other classmates, much better



perspectives toward subject matters, and better self-efficacy and self-esteem

(Felder & Brent, 2007). 

     Cooperative learning can also be considered as an instructional strategy on the

basis of the cooperative instinct of humans. It deals with the actual use of the

psychological features of cooperation and competition in the process of student

learning. The notion of cooperative learning refers back to educational methods

and techniques according to which students participate in small cooperative

groups. The theoretical ideology behind the cooperative learning method is that

when group members rather than individuals are merited, students will be

encouraged to support one another in order to command instructional materials

(Mandal, 2009). 

     Johnson and Johnson (2009) state that cooperative activities are expected to be

more creative and productive than being individualistically struggling only under

particular circumstances. They suggest the following elements for cooperative

learning activities to be more productive. 

• Obviously achieved assertive interdependence

• Significant encouraged (face-to-face) communication

• Obviously achieved personal accountability and individual responsibility to

fulfill the shared goals of the group members



• Customary use of the related interpersonal and small-group skills

• Customary and common group advancing common operations to develop the

group’s future effective activities

     They believe that every healthy cooperative relationship has the above five

basic elements. 

     According to Lyman and Foyle (1990), the basic steps required to successfully

employ the cooperative learning activities include the following:

• The content which is going to be taught is fully recognized, and the teacher

assures principles for proficiency. 

• The most effective cooperative technique is verified, and the size of the

group is determined by the teacher. 

• Students are assigned to groups. 

• The classroom is adjusted to support group interactions. 

• Group operations are taught or reconsidered as required to make sure that

the groups run peacefully. 

• Students are provided with incipient and substantial materials as appropriate, 

using the proper techniques chosen. 



• The teacher controls students’ interaction within the groups, and offers

support and elaboration as required. The teacher revises group skills and

helps with problem solving when required. 

• Students’ issues and the outcomes of their cooperative activities are

evaluated. Students must personally exhibit proficiency of important skills

or notions of the learning process. The basis of the evaluation is observations

of students’ performances or verbal replies to questions; paper and pencil are

not required. 

• Groups are merited for their accomplishments. Oral encouragements by the

teacher or other kinds of encouragement, such as acknowledgements in the

class newsletter or on the bulletin board can be used to remunerate high-

succeeding groups. 

     A cooperative classroom largely stresses intervened learning. Intervention is

defined as facilitating, modeling and coaching. Facilitating involves producing a

fruitful atmosphere and tasks to connect new information to background

knowledge, creating conditions for cooperative activities and participation in

solving problems, and providing students with a wide range of authentic learning

activities. Coaching involves offering keys or clues, providing feedback, 

redirecting students’ attempts and assisting their application of a certain strategy. 

(Mandal, 2009). 



     In this way, as mentioned above, in a cooperative classroom, cooperative

learning tasks advance further by redirecting students to work cooperatively and by

creating equal opportunities for every student to take part in the task (Yang &

Cheung, 2003). Besides, cooperative learning provides strategies for students’

collaboration and consideration to how severely the teacher should design tasks to

encourage efficient cooperation (Sapon-Shevin & Schniedewind, 1991). 

Collaborative tasks like these create unexpected outcomes. Students perform tasks

in terms of their own demands and aims. Even if they do not learn what the teacher

expected them to learn, considering the condition of content and knowledge of

language, they are prone to attain. Almost always students fulfill together what

they could not have fulfilled alone (Swain, 1999). 

     There are several reasons why cooperative learning works well. Learning

community is a stipulation of human survival (DuFour, 2004). Besides, both

cognitive psychologists and effective teachers have long come to this belief that

students learn better by doing something actively rather than by just watching and

listening. Cooperative learning is naturally an active method. Additionally, 

cooperation increases learning in several ways. Weak students who work

individually may give up soon when they get stuck; working cooperatively, they

are encouraged to keep moving. Strong students’ responsibilities to elaborate and

elucidate the task materials to the weak students almost always help them to



identify their own flaws and try to improve them. When students know that other

group members rely on them, they are encouraged to do the work within the time

defined, but working alone may cause them to postpone fulfilling homework or

give them up completely (Felder & Brent, 2007). 

     Finally, in the case of students’ resistance, Felder and Brent (2001) state that

students’ resistance will be diminished by telling them the exact reasons why they

are participating in groups, emphasizing in their elaboration the advantages of

cooperative learning, and directing them during their group participation. 

According to DuFour (2004), this has been an overall tendency and has been

applied in the developing collection of intra-national as well as international

schemes, which assist to profit from alternatively appointed additional plans

having the following benefits:

• Acquiring with no time or space limitations;

• Classifying the kind of sequence that considers characteristic requirement;

• Expanding productivity in the procedure of reciprocally profitable learning;

and

• Developing accountability obtained by students in the process of learning. 



C. Peer-Assisted Learning Strategies (PALS): The Potential and Promise of

Peer-Mediated Learning for Struggling Readers

     Collaborative learning strategies that reinforce peer cooperation have been

utilized to enhance the ardor and concentration of EFL reading programs. 

Nevertheless, plainly assigning students into heterogeneous groups and specifying

group aims does not warrant that influential collaborative learning will proceed. 

Rather, when the students are paired diversely based on the diverse levels of their

crucial skills necessary for reading tasks, additional learning support or scaffolding

is also needed for an effective collaborative and peer-assisted learning process

(Lan, Sung, & Chang, 2007).  

     One of the most well-established features of education within the instructional

frameworks is peer-assisted learning (Dobbie & Joyce, 2009). Peer-assisted

learning has been a particularly customary aspect in US universities for several

decades, and has been applied more recently in Britain in order to diminish

students’ drop-out and to develop a more student-orientated learning approach

(Coe, McDougall, & McKeown, 1999).  

     Hughes and Macy (2008) identify the following features as essential for the

accomplishment of peer assistance. 



• Clearly stated educational activities are designed in advance by the

instructor and on the basis of the material that has been taught;

• Processes and practices for cooperating in pairs are taught by the teacher

ahead of peer work;

• Members of pairs are different in reading ability or English mastery; and

• Members of pairs work together nearly 90 minutes per week in reading and

language practice. 

     Peer-assisted learning (PAL) is an effective learning approach in which

learners cooperate together to solve problems and learn by discovering and

communicating with each other (Mackey, Kamphoff, & Armstrong, 2010). In

other words, achieving knowledge or aptitude by the use of assiduous help and

support from peers is referred to as peer-assisted learning (Lee, 2010). Peer-

assisted learning (PAL) is a student-to-student assistance scheme for academic and

personal accomplishment. Evidence reveals that peer-assisted learning schemes

assist students to establish social communications that influence their learning

achievements positively (Huijser, Kimmins, & Evans, 2008). According to

Packham and Miller (2000), such schemes are designed to support:

• Students who are encountering problems with specific features of the

elements of the course;



• In the development of marks and social improvements; and

• In enhancing the general graduation mark and the subsequent engagement of

students. 

     A wide range of expressions can be used to refer to peer assisted learning, 

including peer education, peer teaching, peer learning, and peer tutoring. Not

considering the term used, this concept requires enhancing learning and learning

by teaching using peers within an instructional system (Mackey et al., 2010). There

has been extensive research on peer tutoring. Studies have shown that:  

• Social motivation can be improved by the use of cooperative learning

structures and group reward possibilities (Johnson, Maruyama, Johnson, 

Nelson, & Skon, 1981; Wentzel, 1999; Slavin, 1990). 

• Student motivation can also be influenced by the level of involvement in the

task in order to attain classroom purposes (Ryan & Deci, 2000). 

• Peer tutoring can be considered as an economically and educationally

significant intercession for students with low abilities that can be profitable

for both the tutor and the tutee, instructionally and socially, by activating

their motivation to learn (Miller & Miller, 1995). 

• Peer tutoring enables teachers to adjust a classroom of heterogeneous

learners to enhance instructional accomplishment within diverse levels of



ability and content areas (Cohen, Kulik, & Kulik, 1982; Cook, Scruggs, 

Mastropieri, & Casto, 1985; Johnson et al., 1981). 

     Additionally, Falchikov (2001) defines four principal categorizations of peer-

tutoring, namely:

• Same-level peer tutoring where participants in the pair work are in the same

level in terms of their experience, skills and/or achievement;

• Same-level peer tutoring where unequal status is recognized and initiated by

a coordinator; students may be chosen to take the role of the tutor based on

their higher level of skills and/or instructional achievement;

• Cross-level peer tutoring in which the same institution is involved. Thus, 

unequal status comes from differences already existing between student

tutors and tutees. This model creates the basis of the highly-achieved notion

of Supplemental Institution (SI) that emanated from North America

(Bidgood, 1994; Congos & Schoeps, 1993; Wallace, 1992). 

• Cross-level peer tutoring, in which two institutions are involved, e.g. the

UK’s Community Service Volunteers (CSV) ‘Learning Together’ program, 

where undergraduate student tutors assist students’ learning by instructing

personnel in local schools and colleges (Community Service Volunteers, 

2005). 



      

     Peer-assisted learning strategies (PALS) can be used to enhance the

development of English vocabulary. This strategy has been revealed to develop the

theoretical skills and reading ability of students with low abilities as well as

English language learners (Cuenca-Sanchez & Scruggs, 2007). Smith, May, and

Burke (2007) emphasize the following three points regarding PALS classes:

1. Participating in remedial actions and works are rejected by the students, and

they tend to use supportive modules that consider high risk courses rather

than high risk students (Rust & Wallace; Martin & Arendale, 1993). 

2. Lower level students largely tend to participate actively in tasks which are

more student-orientated than teacher-orientated (Rust & Wallace, 1994). 

3. Higher level students are encouraged more than teachers to support lower

level students to become professional students (Martin & Arendale, 1993). 

     According to Hughes and Macy (2008), some of the positive effects of a PALS

program may be that it:

• Diligently engages all students in tasks they achieve successfully. 

• Enhances students’ chance to read and improve basic skills. 

• Encourages students to perform better in reading comprehension. 

• Develops educational resources in the classroom. 



• Prepares indisputably creative peer cooperation. 

• Creates an appropriate atmosphere for less active students to assume a

complementary role in an important activity. 

• Permits students with lower abilities to spend more time and allows the

general instructional program to be within their reach. 

• Assists instructors to opt for instructional variety. 

• Expedites student accomplishment in reading. 

• Is tangible and easy to apply. 

• Is known as an interesting activity by both teachers and students.  

     Ramsey, Jolivette, and Patton (2007) introduce the following steps that teachers

might follow in order to succeed in employing PALS during reading lessons. 

1. Teachers should clarify to students that PALS will assist them to read better

and get more information from their reading. It is considered significant for

teachers to emphasize that experience and being “on task” is important to

supporting their partner. 

2. Teachers should explain how cooperating helps both students to be

accomplished; clarify for them the significance of working together, 

especially when they plan to combine the team competition/point system

feature. Teachers should elucidate that the two members of each team



consist of a ‘tutor’ and a ‘tutee’ (the more proficient student will take the

role of the tutor and the less proficient one will take the role of a tutee), and

that the roles exchange with each reading so each will have an opportunity to

be tutor and tutee. 

3. Teachers should teach students how to prepare their work places for PALS:

Students can clarify their work places, obtain PALS materials, get into their

allocated roles, and determine the PALS materials so each student can have

access to them. 

4. Teachers should instruct students how to behave as a tutor and as a tutee. 

Teachers should model the appropriate behaviors. Teachers should ascertain

that students experience behaviors for giving and receiving proper feedback.  

5. Teachers should explain the constructive and non-constructive effects of

pair-work to students. They should explain that two students who work on a

particular task and give each other support and approval run a constructive

pair-work, whereas non-constructive pair behavior occurs when students are

off tasks. Teachers should also design a plan for students by developing a

behavioral contract or a list of tasks to perform during the activity. Role

playing and practicing with students will reinforce constructive pair

behaviors. 



6. Finally, teachers should emphasize, compliment, and recognize their hard

work and correct and constructive behavior. 

     According to Hughes and Macy (2008), PALS is an interpretation of peer

tutoring in which instructors identify students who need support with particular

skills and ask the most independent students in the class to help them with those

specific skills. They offer the following list of actions as essential parts of an

efficient peer-assisted learning program:

• Design a plan for using programmed and school-wide partner work.

     Employing school-wide partner work is considered effective. Students can

promptly get involved in opportunities for practice in a wide range of subjects. 

Besides, applying congruous peer practices throughout a day allows teachers to

create more opportunities for all students to practice. 

• Apply techniques and strategies based on research for structured peer

work. 

     Besides teaching students the disciplines of peer-assisted learning, teachers

need to arrange the learning activities in order to increase creative practice, 

including an important outcome or a course to control the precision of the answers. 



• Adjust students to participate in partner-work by constructing

students’ cultural and linguistic backgrounds.

     Disciplines for working together need to be customary for students to maximize

the positive effects of practicing together. 

• Prepare professional progress and assistance for teachers to utilize

partner work.

     Teachers may need in-class help or coaching to assist them to use peer-assisted

learning in addition to practicing in structuring peer disciplines as well as

establishing assignments to enhance learning. 

     Denton, Bryan, Wexler, Reed, and Vaughn (2007) offer some tips which should

be taken into consideration when allocating peer assignments, including:

• A higher-level reader and a partly lower-level one should be assigned

together. In this way, the higher-level reader can be a model of fluency for

the lower-level one. 

• The personality of the students should be taken into account. 

• The text chosen should correspond to the educational level of the lower-

reader student. 



     Swain (1999) states that collaborative tasks like the ones mentioned above are

the ones which provide students with opportunities for language learning because:

a) students focus on gaps in their linguistic knowledge while they attempt to

transfer their determined meaning persuading them to look for solutions for their

problems (formulate and examine hypotheses). 

b) students externalize their knowledge admitting them to cogitate on it, reconsider

it, and employ it. 

c) all students take part in the tasks efficiently and the concluding outcome permits

them to enhance their comprehension of the target language. 

     It is worth considering that the creation of novel concepts in the process of

substituting learning strategies requires productivity, but for these learning

strategies to be applied, both productivity and accountability are needed to

ascertain that the new strategies of learning will support learners to encounter the

complicated world, full of challenges and uncertainties (DuFour, 2004). 



2.4. Schema: A Brief History

2.4.1. What is schema?

     The cognitive structure which contains part of the description of some identified

domains of stimuli is called a schema. It consists of general knowledge about that

specified domain, comprising a characterization of the relations among its

properties, as well as particular instances or examples of that domain (Farrokhi &

Modarres, 2012). Humans develop many schemata over the course of their

lifetimes. As already mentioned, schemata are commonly defined as the previously

acquired knowledge structures which are stored in the learners’ already existing

cognitive domain (Brantmeier, 2006). To clarify the nature and function of

schemata, Plato elaborates the Greek doctrine of ideal types, such as the perfect

circle existing in the mind, which cannot be seen by anyone (Ajideh, 2003). 

Schemata are frequently used in the fields of cognitive science as a descriptive

framework for exploring the units of knowledge. However, the specific assets that

build a schema are not consistent across authors (Lane, Gobet, & Cheng, 2000). 

     A schema is referred to as an eminent notional texture or structure which

constructs previous knowledge and assists readers in comprehending new

occasions. Providing a brief overview of the previous knowledge by the use of

outlining its influential and established constituents can be considered as the



essential operation of a schema. For instance, one might consider a classroom

schema, comprising this certainty that it representatively includes a board, 

bookshelves, and chairs. Moreover, schemas or schemata prepare a particular

framework within which information in special circumstances may be speedily

processed. For instance, every time one enters a classroom, one doesn’t have to

ponder upon each component in the classroom distinctively, such as chairs, tables, 

boards and so on and so forth. In place of that, the schemata ‘fulfill’ what we

legitimately anticipate to be present, assisting to diminish mental encumbrance. 

Likewise, schemata frequently provide conditions to make some predictions and

also some inferences about some unfamiliar content in adequately new occasions. 

Thus, schema has a crucial role in language in addition to linguistic proceeding by

assisting to construct the semantic content of a special occasion (Schank, 1999). 

     A schema then is a data structure for exhibiting what we know about all

conceptions deposited in memory. A schema consists of a network of

interconnections that is believed to typically keep among the special parts of the

given conception. A schema theory, on the other hand, collects an original theory

of meaning. It means that as long as a schema underpinning a conception held in

memory conforms to the implication of that conception, implications are encoded

according to the customary or representative settings that instantiate that

conception (Kang, 1987). 



     Schema matching poses challenges in many fields of research and science, such

as schema integration, data integration, data warehousing, or catalogue integration

(Nathalie, 2009). It consists of recognizing schema entities that are semantically

related or the ones which represent the same real world features (Rahm &

Bernstein, 2001). Ringlstetter and Stubbe (2008) state that a general schema cannot

be considered as practical. Rather, it is contingent upon both the document

depository and the information task. 

      According to Brewer (1999), Bartlett developed the schemata construct in the

1920s, but the idea had its prime influence in cognitive psychology and science

during the 1970s and 1980s. The cause of this fifty-year lag can be discovered in

the fact that during this period, behaviorism was the dominant intellectual

framework in the field of psychology.  

     O’Brien and Walsleben (2006) consider three types of schema. First, content

schema, which refers to reader’s background or world knowledge, ranging from

everyday knowledge to very specialized knowledge. The second one is formal

schema, which refers to discourse items or organization of written texts, 

knowledge of types of texts, genres, vocabulary, grammar, etc. The last one is the

linguistic or language schema, which deals mostly with decoding features needed

to recognize words and understand how they fit together in a sentence. 



     From another point of view, schemata can be accepted as interlocking mental

constructions of common events. In the reading process, readers make connections

between the new information in the text and their already existing schemata. In

addition to emphasizing readers’ recognition of information, schemata also

influence how they store the gathered information. Accordingly, only after the

schemata are activated, readers are able to read, because it is just in this that the

information they get while reading may fit into patterns that they already know

(Gilakjani & Ahmadi, 2011). 

2.4.2. Types of schemata

     Schema theorists believe that readers possess different types of schemata or

scenarios that are essentially the structures of the readers’ past events which

straightly regard their understanding of the text. New information elicited from the

text is conformed to the previous schemata; and when there is no specific fit, most

of the new information is lost and forgotten (Cekic, 2007). Thus, the crucial effect

of schema theory on the process of reading comprehension has been significant. 

This theory explores the process by which readers integrate their own background

knowledge with the information in a text in order to comprehend the new

information in the text. Different readers carry different schemata or background

information (Al Salimi, 2011). As mentioned above, of the different types of



schemata, the most commonly referred to and discussed are formal and content

schemata (Erten & Razi, 2009). Much research has shown the effects of each type

of schemata independently. In exploring the effects of content schemata, mostly

while the content of the text has been varied, the formal rhetorical organization of

the text remains intact. In like manners, the effects of formal schemata can also be

examined by manipulating the rhetorical structure while keeping the content of the

text constant, and having parallel groups of subjects process each rhetorical sample

(Kang, 1987). 

     Formal schemata (Zhang, 2008) consist of the logical organization of the text

which the author has already used to represent the intended meaning. Research into

formal schemata suggests that texts with familiar rhetorical organization should be

easier to retrieve than the ones with unfamiliar rhetorical organization (Erten &

Razi, 2009). 

     Content schemata which refer to the background knowledge of the content area

of a text or the topic of a text consist of familiarity with the topic, knowledge about

the context and already gained experience about a special field (Al Salimi, 2011). 

Carrell (1983) found that the effects of content schemata can be examined by

keeping the formal rhetorical construction of a text, operating the content of the

text, and last but not least, through having control over comparable groups of

subjects or even the same subjects reading different contents. 



2.5. Vocabulary Learning

     Vocabulary plays an important role in the process of language learning. 

Although researchers and critics have marked the significance of vocabulary

learning for second/foreign language learners during the past decade, it has also

been pointed out that vocabulary has until lately been something of a poor relation

(Lawson & Hogben, 1996). Developing lexical knowledge constitutes a huge

challenge in the learners’ effort to get full mastery over the second/foreign

language, though (Atay & Ozbulgan, 2007). It links the four skills of speaking, 

listening, reading and writing all together (Nguyen & Khuat, 2003). Waring (2002)

asserts that it is important both linguistically and psychologically to construct a

reliable body of vocabulary knowledge while learning another language and that

without this reliable knowledge of vocabulary, little can be learned or attained in a

foreign language and that by structuring a magnificent vocabulary knowledge

domain quite actively, one can soon be capable of functioning in that language

competently. Thus, for the purpose of fulfilling the communicative demands in a

foreign language, it is up to the students to acquire a sufficient number of

vocabularies. They also need to know how to use the recently acquired

vocabularies (Nguyen & Khuat , 2003). Research in the field of acquiring the

foreign language vocabulary has been largely underestimated in the first three

decades of the second half of the century, though (Hayati & Fattahzadeh, 2006). 



     Although some teachers may consider vocabulary learning as an easy task, 

learning new vocabulary has always been a challenge for learners. Learners

generally use various ways of acquiring vocabulary items, such as utilizing flash

cards, notebooks, referring to bilingual and monolingual dictionaries to interpret

the meanings of the vocabularies. Despite all these efforts, and constantly enduring

so many obstacles, vocabulary is by far the largest and the most unmanageable

component (Nemati, 2009). 

      Despite the fact that even native speakers do not know all the vocabulary of

their language, it is the most ambitious goal of every language learner to know all

of the vocabulary of the language (Nation, 2001). Lotto and De Groot (1998) state

that the questions which almost always arise in the field of vocabulary learning

may include: What is the most efficient strategy to learn vocabulary in a new

language, and what kind of words are the most convenient ones to be learned in a

new language? Researchers have always been interested in testing the effects of

verbal hints on L2 vocabulary learning, and have found that processing supportive

information can be considered as one of the most useful ways to enhance L2

vocabulary learning (Jones, 2004). Bloomberg (2005) states that even though

learners of any new language always hear and read many new words, it seems to

be rather mandatory to choose the words that are mostly needed. He also suggests

that these new vocabularies be learned in context rather than memorized since



previous studies show that a testimonial context can be considered as significant

for prosperous vocabulary learning (Scofield, Williams, & Behrend, 2007). 

Knowing a word means knowing the members of the family of the word and the

number of the members of this word family will increase as proficiency develops. 

Besides, research has shown that using associations is more effective that mere rote

memory for learning vocabulary (Nation, 2001). Nation (2001) also states that

there is evidence supporting the idea that word families are psychologically real, 

and that rather than talking about “knowing a word”, we should be talking about

“knowing a word family” (p. 47). 

     Lawson and Hogben (1996) state that systematically increasing vocabularies

will also sharpen and enrich the ways of thinking, push back the learners’

intellectual horizons, construct the learners’ self-assurance, enhance the facility in

having control over the English language and thereby the ability to declare the

thoughts efficiently, and last but not least, achieve a deeper conception of the

world in general and of the person in particular. They also believe that only

learning the definitions of a large number of unknown words or memorizing scores

of unrelated terms do not correspond with enhancing vocabulary knowledge. 

Rather, it means gaining familiarity with the delightful phenomena of the existence

of the human being for which vocabularies are, clearly, only the verbal

descriptions. One cannot deny that this experience will change people



intellectually. This experience will lead to a discernible effect on the methods of

thinking, on the store of information, on the potentiality to declare ideas, and

finally on the understanding of human dilemmas. Casual vocabulary learning is the

outcome of the process of attaining vocabulary while reading or listening for

comprehension rather than paying attention to merely memorizing lists of words

(Jones, 2004). Constructing vocabulary knowledge efficiently in this way with

desirable speed will assist learners to regain the intellectual sharpness, ardent

unquenchable inquisitiveness, and the powerful desire to learn (Lawson & Hogben, 

1996). 

2.5.1. Vocabulary Recognition and Recall

     The importance of vocabulary in the field of language pedagogy seems to be

uncontested, and it is unquestionable that the two processes of vocabulary recall

and vocabulary recognition are indispensible for a successful communication in

any language. Recognition and recall are two diverse mental processes (Yun, 

Miller, Baek, Jung, & Ko, 2008). 

     A central topic for the study of human memory has always been the relationship

between the recognition and recall processes. A test of alternative perspectives

regarding recognition and recall was arranged by studying amnesic patients. In



amnesia, a brain system significant for declarative or conscious memory is

damaged, but the potentiality to learn skills, priming, and other forms of non-

conscious memory remain intact. Recognition and recall were found to be largely

damaged in amnesic patients, and the level of impaired performance was

proportionate with confidence ratings for the recognition judgments. The results

showed inconsistency with the perspectives that either recognition memory or

associated confidence judgments are customarily supported critically by non-

conscious memory. On the contrary, the results favor the view that recognition and

recall are two related functions of declarative or conscious memory and

commensurately dependent upon the brain system impaired in amnesia (Haist, 

Shimamura, & Squire, 1992).  

     Clariana and Lee (2001) describe recognition and recall as two distinct

exceptional declarative knowledge learning conclusions. Most of the

understandings focusing on the discrepancies between vocabulary recall and

recognition arise from list-reading experiments. The distinction between

recognition and recall is what is often referred to as receptive versus productive

knowledge. Now, the question is whether recognition and recall are two totally

distinct processes. Some studies (Clariana & Lee, 2001) have shown that recall

tasks and recognition test performances have mutual influential effects. This is not

a valid proof to acknowledge the recognition and recall processes as the same



processes, though. This can only provide enough evidence to prove that these two

processes are more or less related to one another. 

     Since recognition and recall are both involved with regaining qualitative

information, it has been suggested that they are related to one another. To test this

hypothesis, Dobbins, Kroll, Yonelinas, and Liu (1998) compared recognition and

recall under diverse levels of word frequency, presentation frequency, and

distinction in semantic encoding. All three variables mentioned above, were

examined regarding recognition and recall in this study. More significantly, 

transferring the semantic oriented task between study lists and pre-exposure

extensively, expedited recognition, leaving recall intact. This benefit occurred

mainly because the transfer helped subjects to avoid familiar distracters due to pre-

exposure, but not encoded on the proper dimension. Since subjects in recall

settings were not exposed to distracters as a function of pre-exposure, and

therefore, were not able to deliberately produce large numbers of these items, such

a mechanism for selection didn’t seem compulsory. The present results, in

conjunction with the ones elicited from process dissociation research, reinforce the

role of recollection regarding selective responding while competing with highly

familiar rivals. Regained information which is not distinct cannot be the basis for

eliminating selection sources, and thus will neither turn to performance nor be



considered in estimations of memory. Accordingly, memory estimations may often

deviate from free recall performance (Dobbins et al., 1998). 

     Studies based on the comparison between recognition and recall have reported

some differences on the basis of the performance between these two processes. 

Considering the raw scores, recognition is commonly predominant to recall. One of

the reasons behind this superiority can be partly due to the distinctions embedded

within the processes occurring at the time of recall; particularly, the possibility of

guessing the accurate response is higher in recognition than recall (Loftus, 1971). 

2.5.2. Vocabulary Recognition

     About thirty years ago, Chall (1983) made a rather clear-cut distinction between

the two types of vocabulary needed for reading, namely word-recognition

vocabulary and meaning vocabulary. Word-recognition vocabularies are the ones

which can be pronounced by the students when seen in the written form, whether

by sight or by the use of word attack skills. On the other hand, meaning

vocabularies are the ones which consist of types of words that the students can

define, or attach appropriate meaning to. Therefore, contrary to meaning

vocabulary, recognition vocabulary is print-bound; students have many words in



their lexicon that they have never seen or attempted to read in their written forms

(Blachowicz, Camille, & Fisher, 2004).  

     Large vocabulary recognition systems work with a fixed large but finite

vocabulary (Bisani & Ney, 2002). Koerich, Sabourin, and Suen (2003) note that

one of the most usual limitations that the recognition systems encounter is their

capability of recognizing words within a restricted vocabulary domain. In similar

manners, the most salient deficiency that most learners encounter is that they have

to recognize words from a fixed vocabulary. This limitation leads to a word

confusion network consisting of both in- and out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words. 

Therefore, in order to achieve reasonable accuracy in a large vocabulary

recognition system, it is crucial to utilize detailed models together with good long

span language models (Odell, Valtchev, Woodland, & Young, 1994).  

     Regarding the process of recognition memory, another familiar process is

followed by a slower, more correct, recall-like process. The ascendant account

which has two processes is the recall-to-reject account, in which the second

process expedites the rejection of congruous foils (Rotello & Heit, 2000). Two

experiments were run by Hintzman and Curran (1994), in which subjects

encountered different response deadlines to make word recognition judgments. 

These two experiments were reanalyzed by Rotello and Heit (2000), in which they

conducted two new recognition experiments applying pairs of resembling pseudo



words. These new analyses of the experiments consisted of patterning at both the

group and individual subject levels. The results did not show any clear grounds for

recall-to-reject. In addition to the already mentioned two-process account, they

characterized a one-process account, namely recognition, in which the essence of

similarity information varies across the course of judgment. 

     Finally, two underpinning processes have been identified by dual process

models of recognition which affect recognition performances, including

recollection, which is involved in information retrieval in terms of an event

occurrence, and familiarity which is involved in representing an extensive

perception of previous event occurrence (Dobbins et al., 1998). 

2.5.3. Vocabulary Recall

     Recognition is not usually the only task we are charged with when answering a

question. Rather, we need to recall the information we have gathered (Sparrow, 

Liu, & Wegner, 2011). In the field of information retrieval, the phenomenon of

creating the desired items is called recall (Anderson & Milson, 1989). In the last

decades, there has been an increasing interest in vocabulary learning strategies

since they have been shown to expedite second/foreign language vocabulary

learning and recall (Atay & Ozbulgan, 2007). Besides, psychological investigation



on memory has traditionally been based on recognition and recall tests (Schacter, 

1987). Meyer and Freedle (1979) found some effects of formal schemata on recall. 

Glover (1989) suggests that recall seems to be more efficient in learning than

recognition, and that multiple-choice items are most likely to emphasize

recognition, rather than recall. Besides, Han (1990) states that recall is an

intellectual activity which is more important than recognition since recall makes

the learner to retrieve schemata easier. This phenomenon corresponds with the

context where learners build their knowledge by representing the peculiar

knowledge internally and the elucidation of personal endurances. With the context

remaining constant, recall plays a more significant role than recognition in

conveying knowledge, since the process of recognition is simply regaining what

the learner has acquired antecedently or what the learner has plainly memorized

(Lawson & Hogben, 1996). 

     It seems that the study of recall is interwoven with the study of memory. The

study of memory is one of the central characteristics of research in social cognition

and during previous years. The range of issues concerning memory investigated by

social cognition researchers has become more divergent (Skowronski, Betz, 

Thompson, & Shannon, 1991).There is a wide range of notions and techniques that

are most widely utilized in the psychology of memory. The notion of human

memory, itself, as a unique ability lost much of credibility in the 1960s with the



idea that long-term memory (LTM) and short-term memory (STM) represent

separate systems (Baddeley, Kopelman, & Wilson, 2004). Among the strongest

pieces of evidence for the dissociation between long-term memory (LTM) and

short-term memory (STM) was the contrast between two types of

neuropsychological patients. Patients with the classic amnesic syndrome appeared

to have quite general problems in learning and remembering new verbal and visual

items (Baddeley, Kopelman, & Wilson, 2004). 

2.6. Recognition and Recall Tests

     Vocabulary-based tests have a number of very agreeable characteristics in

common. The most attractive feature among them can be their evident ability in

identifying language competence as an absolute number (Read, 2000). It is

generally assumed that words are known receptively first and only later become

available for productive use; that is why it is most useful to think in terms of a

receptive to productive continuum, representing increasing degrees of knowledge

of a word. This continuous aspect that is a congenital feature to many language

abilities elaborates the importance of defining the construct when designing a

language test (Nation, 2001). Thus, in order to assess vocabulary knowledge in a

valid and reliable way, vocabulary tests must contain many items. This, in turn, 



calls for a non-time-consuming administration procedure, which entails that the

test needs to be fairly simple. That is why the instruments that have been proposed

to date are discrete and content independent in nature (Read, 2000). 

     Recognition and recall tests are often utilized as the most special assessment

tools to examine learners’ general knowledge of vocabulary. Hyde and Jenkins

(1973) report that one of the most natural ways to study memory occurs when the

subjects are caught unprepared, and asked to recognize and recall things they

acquired at some point in time. Since a distinguished property of these tests is that

they make unequivocal reference to, and need percipient recollection of, a peculiar

learning, psychological investigation on memory have traditionally been based on

this kind of test (Schacter, 1987). 

     These two forms of testing are considered as quite different tests which demand

separate processing strategies (Clariana & Lee, 2001). With regard to whether

vocabulary recognition and recall are two distinct forms of tests, a number of

researchers (Davis, Sutherland, & Judd, 1961; Goden & Baddeley, 1980; Tulving, 

1976; Underwood, 1972, as cited in Clariana & Lee, 2001) state that: first, 

recognition post-test scores of specific memory content are often far greater than

those of recall. Next, content changing between study task and test affects recall

test performances but usually not those of recognition. Third and more

surprisingly, a low correlation has been found between subjects’ recognition and



recall scores for the same content. Corresponding studies reporting high recall, as

opposed to recognition, of a long list of vocabularies are, nevertheless, efficiently

nonexistent (Mantyla, 1986). Furthermore, the effects of a phenomenon, namely

‘directed forgetting’ on recall seems to be a pre-requisite for observing its effects

on recognition (MacLeod, 1999). 

     The particular differences between recognition and recall performances may be

due to different ways of information storage. This hypothesis was examined in a

paired-associate learning task at the time of study about how the subjects would be

examined on a specific stimulus-response pair. The results revealed that when

subjects were aware of how they would be examined, their performances were

better on recall and worse on recognition than the time they weren’t cognizant of

how they would be examined. These results support the differences in processes

regarding storage partly due to the differences in recall and recognition

performances. A model which suggests a separation between short-term and long-

term memory produces a perfect match to the data and offers feasible strategies of

storage for recall and recognition (Loftus, 1971). 

     The literature on recognition and recall tests shows that the organized response

form is more efficient than multiple-choice forms. The categorical response form is

effective on the recall and the transfer of information, and the type of response



forms differs in its effects regarding the level of difficulty and understanding of the

leaning tasks (Yun et al., 2008). 

     To sum up, even though there are a number of studies investigating the

significance of pre-task activities, reading comprehension and vocabulary

recognition and recall, there are few studies which have examined the direct effects

of pre-task activities on reading comprehension and vocabulary recognition and

recall. Thus, the primary focus of the present study is on investigating the impacts

of different pre-task activity types on reading comprehension as well as vocabulary

recognition and recall in order to fill part of the existing gap in this little explored

area. 





Chapter Three: Empirical Analysis

3.1. Introduction

     This chapter describes the methodology that was employed in the present study. 

It explains the participants’ grouping, the instruments and procedures used for data

collection and analysis. 

3.2. Participants

       In the present study, a sample of 120 Iranian EFL students studying English at

Intermediate level of proficiency (both males and females) in a private language

institute in Karaj was selected. After the administration of a subset of The

Michigan Test of English Language Proficiency (MTELP) and taking the results

into account, the number of participants was reduced to 108. The students’ age

ranged from 13 to 27. The participants were randomly assigned to four different

classes. One class served as the comparison group and the other three acted as the

treatment groups. 



3.3. Instruments

     This study employed the following materials and data collection instruments: A

subtest of the Michigan Test of English Language Proficiency (MTELP) was

administered to all participants prior to the treatment to homogenize them in terms

of their vocabulary and reading comprehension ability. The version of the MTELP

(Appendix A) used in this study contained 60 items, including 40 vocabulary and

20 reading comprehension items, all of which in multiple-choice format. 

     A pretest (Appendix B) was given to make sure that the participants had no

prior knowledge of the target words. It included 140 sentences in each of which

there was one target word underlined. The participants were required to write the

Persian equivalent of each word in front of it. 

     At the end of the experimental period, all participants were given three post-

tests; a reading comprehension test (Appendix C) was used to gauge the

participants’ reading comprehension ability. Besides, two vocabulary tests were

used. A 30-item vocabulary test in multiple-choice format (Appendix D) was used

to measure the participants’ vocabulary recognition. Another test of 30 items in

fill-in-the-blanks format (Appendix E) was utilized to measure the participants’

vocabulary recall. Since reading passages including question items were published

in popular reading books for teaching reading comprehension passages, such as



Interchange and Select Reading books, they were considered as standardized tests, 

so their validity were taken for granted. The reliability of tests was calculated by

another group of the students of the same level of proficiency (also already tested

by MTELP test) through applying (KR-21) method. The result was the reliability

of .83. So, the reading tests could be considered as reliable. Since the vocabulary

recognition and recall questions were designed by the researcher based on the

words which were taught in classes, their reliability and validity had to be

established. To this end, again the (KR-21) method was used to estimate the

reliability of the post-tests. The reliability index of the recognition and recall post-

tests turned out to be (0. 76), and (0. 82), respectively. Thus, both tests could be

considered to be reliable, as well. To check the validity, a correlational procedure

was used during which the scores of the participants on the recognition and recall

post-tests were correlated with the learners’ performance on the vocabulary subtest

of the Michigan test. The validity index of the recognition and recall tests turned

out to be (0. 67), and (0. 94), respectively (Appendix F). 

     The instructional materials included four units of Interchange and two units of

Select Readings. Four kinds of cards were also provided namely; Preview cards

(Appendix G), Clunk cards (Appendix H), Get the Gist cards (Appendix I), and

Wrap Up cards (Appendix J) for members of one of the treatment groups, the CSR

(Collaborative Strategic Reading) group along with a few prompt cards or cue



cards, including cue card for corrective feedback (Appendix K), praise cue card

(Appendix L), comprehension cue card (Appendix M), and point score card

(Appendix N), for the members of another treatment group, which was called Peer-

Assisted Learning Strategies (PALS) group.  

3.4. Procedures

     The participants of the present study belonged to four different classes: one

class was treated as the comparison group and the other three as the treatment

groups. They attended their classes 3 days a week for 18 sessions and each session

lasted for 105 minutes. In order to determine the homogeneity of the participants, a

subtest of MTELP was administered. It took 45 minutes. Results showed that the

participants were more or less at the same level. These four groups had the same

reading comprehension passages and the same teacher to teach vocabulary and

reading comprehension each session, but the teacher separately taught the students

in the four groups. The reading comprehension was taught within 40 minutes to the

end of the class. 

     After the participants were selected and homogenized, each group of

participants was randomly assigned to one of the following treatment conditions:  



      According to the procedures for teaching reading comprehension to the CSR

group suggested by Liang and Dole (2006), the procedures in the present study

were as follows:

     1) Warming up on the passage: The teacher asked the students different

questions concerning the subject of the passage to draw their attention to what they

were going to read. The discussion included key elements and hints given by the

instructor and small-group opinion sharing. (5 min.)

     2) Doing pre-task activities using Collaborative Strategic Reading (CSR):

     2.1) Small group work: The students in the class were divided into six

cooperative learning groups of five members each including students of mixed

abilities. The students had a set of four cards to guide their reading. One of the

students in this group, who was the leader of the group, began the task by reading

the title of the text. Then, the same student asked the group a question from the

first card, namely the preview card, regarding the title of the text. The question was

something like “What do we know about that topic already and what do we think

we will learn about it?” Each student began to look at the picture and subheadings

in the text, and a few jotted down notes. After a few minutes, the same student

asked the other members of the group to share with their partners what they

already knew about the topic and what they thought they would learn about after



completely reading the text. The students shared their information and ideas about

the topic in pairs for a few minutes and then began to read the text. (10 min.)

     In this phase, students were able to look for the key features of the text, 

brainstorm what they already knew about the topic, and predict what they learned

about the topic when they read the text. Students recorded this information and

shared it with group members. 

     2.2) Silent reading: The students in the same small groups were given enough

time to read the passage silently, looking for ‘clicks’ and ‘clunks’, that is, 

monitoring when they came to a word, concept, or idea that they did (a ‘click’) or

did not understand (a ‘clunk’). Clunk cards, or short prompts on individual cards, 

were reminders for students of strategies they used to figure out the meaning of the

misunderstood word or concept. (10 min.)

     2.3) Paraphrasing the passage: At the end of the passage, students used the Get

the Gist cards to determine the most important ideas in the passage and to

reproduce them using their own words in the small groups. (10 min.)

     2.4) Asking general questions about the passage: After the entire text was read, 

students used the Wrap Up card to help them generate a list of questions with

answers that showed that they understood the most important information in the

text. (5 min.)



     Before running the experimental study, the teacher introduced CSR

(Collaborative Strategic Reading) to students by first teaching it to the whole class. 

Through modeling and think-aloud, the teacher showed students how each of the

four key comprehension strategies would be used. After students became proficient

in the use of the individual strategies, the teacher modeled how to use all four

together when reading a text. Eventually, students were divided into small, mixed-

ability groups to practice collaboratively using the strategies in reading and

understanding a particular text. Within the groups, each student had a defined and

meaningful role that helped to keep the group on task and to use the strategies

correctly. 

     In line with what a number of researchers (Mathes, Howard, Allen, & Fuchs, 

1998) suggest, the following procedures were used to teach reading comprehension

to the PALS group (Peer-Assisted Learning Strategies group):

     1) Warming up on the passage: The teacher asked the students different

questions concerning the subject of the passage to draw their attention to what they

were going to read. The discussion included key elements and hints given by the

instructor and small-group opinion sharing. (5 min.)

     2) Doing pre-task activities using Peer-Assisted Learning Strategies (PALS)

technique:



     2.1) Pair work: Students got in pairs. One of them who was considered as a

lower-level reader took the role of the coach and another who was considered as a

more advanced reader took the role of the reader. 

     2.2) Reading the passage in pairs: The reader began to read aloud from the

reading passage. After five minutes of reading, the coach took the turn and began

to read aloud the same passage the reader was just reading. The reader stopped the

coach and helped several times when required. (10 min.)

     2.3) Retelling the passage in pairs: Again, after five minutes, the coach began to

retell the passage to his/her partner who was the reader. (10 min.)

     2.4) Asking questions and prompting the answers: Once the coach had finished, 

the reader read a question from the prompt card, such as ‘What happened first?’

and then the reader prompted the answer from the prompt card. After that, the

reader asked another question, once again using the prompt card, such as ‘Then

what happened?’. The reader prompted again using the prompt card. (15 min.)

     The peer-tutoring evident in this classroom was a key element in the

instructional program Peer-Assisted Learning Strategies (PALS), a multiple

strategy program to improve reading comprehension (Fuchs, Fuchs, Mathes, &

Simmons, 1997; Fuchs, Yen, McMaster, Svenson, & Yang, 2001; Mathes, Fuchs, 

Fuchs, Henley, & Sanders, 1994; Mathes, Howard, Allen, & Fuchs, 1998). Like



CSR, PALS focused on teaching students a set of comprehension strategies that

could be utilized to help them understand any text they read. 

     PALS consisted of three basic activities. The first one is called ‘partner read’ in

which two students, a higher-level reader and a lower-level reader, were paired

together to take on the roles of ‘Coach’ and ‘Reader’. Using a text at the

instructional reading level of the lower reader, each partner read the text aloud to

the other for a period of 5 minutes. The higher-level reader was always the first

reader, serving as a model for the lower-level reader. At the end of the 5 minutes, 

the lower-level reader read the same passage for the next 5 minutes. After the 10-

minute reading interval, the lower-level reader retold the passage to the higher-

level reader. The higher-level reader prompted the lower-level reader with a

prompt card saying, “What happened first?” and “What happened next?” This

retelling in sequences continued for 10 minutes. 

     Next, partners took part in an activity called paragraph shrinking. Readers

continued reading the same passage they began in the ‘partner read’ but with no

rereading. Each reader read one paragraph, stopping after the paragraph and telling

the main idea of the paragraph. Readers took turns reading the next paragraph and

telling the main idea. Prompts for this activity included cue cards saying, “Who or

what was the paragraph about?” and “Tell the most important thing about the who



or what.” As in the ‘partner read’, the stronger reader always began reading first, 

serving as a model for the less strong reader. 

     Finally, in the last activity, called prediction relay, the reading continued, only

with larger units of text and a new activity. This activity had four steps: (1)

reasonably predicting what would happen next, (2) accurately reading half a page, 

(3) accurately checking the prediction, and (4) correctly summarizing the most

important information. This activity continued for five minutes per reader, again

with the stronger reader going first. Readers and Coaches corrected word-

recognition errors as they occurred throughout the session. 

     PALS, like CSR, required considerable teacher involvement in introducing the

program. Teachers provided extensive modeling, explanation, and guided practice

to teach students the strategies of finding the main idea, summarizing, and

predicting before they began the tutoring sessions. Teachers continued to play a

moderate role even after students became more self-directed in their use of the

activities. They continued to provide direct support to students during the tutoring

sessions, helping them to correct errors and assisting them on the use of the

strategies, and giving out points to partners for the correct application of the

activities. 



     Following Graves and Graves’ (2003) suggestion for teaching reading

comprehension through SRE (The Scaffolded Reading Experience), this study used

the following procedures:

     1) Pre-reading Stage: In order to build background knowledge before students

began reading, the teacher showed either a picture that was related to the theme of

the reading or had students browse the text noting illustrations, graphs and/or

headings. The teacher had students work in pairs to answer the questions like:

What does the picture(s) remind you of? Judging from the illustrations and

captions, what do you think the reading is about? Or what do you know about the

topic? These questions triggered students’ prior knowledge and helped build

interest. Next, the teacher helped students fill in the blanks by giving a brief

overview of what was presented in the text. The teacher used only general, non-

specific information that required further investigation by the students to build

connections between their prior knowledge and the information they were reading. 

The teacher modeled this step by showing students how to preview and predict

content before reading. At this point, the teacher could also identify and explain

difficult vocabularies in the text to support comprehension. (20 min.)

     2) During Reading Stage: The teacher developed broad, open-ended study guide

questions to support students’ reading of the text by referring back to the initial



planning stage and also by writing questions that matched the learning/reading

needs and interests of the students and the purpose of the reading. (10 min.)

     3) Post Reading Stage: Once students had finished the reading, the teacher

helped them process and connect to what they had learned through critical

responses to the text. They were required to write summaries or choose from a

selection of assignments, such as creating posters that answered questions from the

study guide or writing from the perspective of someone or something in the text. 

(10 min.)

     Unlike the members of the treatment groups, the students in the comparison

group, in ten minutes, directly read the passage without pre-reading and while-

reading activities mentioned in the above procedures. Then, they were examined

for their comprehension of the reading passage and their vocabulary recognition

and recall with the same post-tests with which the treatment groups were

evaluated. 

     Finally, the papers were scored and the obtained data were recorded for further

analysis. 



3.5. Data Analysis

     To analyze data and to answer the research questions, three separate one-way

ANOVA procedures were employed: one to investigate the effects of different pre-

task activity types on L2 vocabulary recognition, another to study the effects of the

same pre-task activities on L2 vocabulary recall, and finally the last one to

examine those effects on L2 reading comprehension. 





Chapter Four: Results and Discussions

4.1. Introduction

     In this chapter the quantitative results of the participants’ performance on the

post-tests are presented and discussed with reference to the research questions

addressed in this study. The results will be presented in tables and graphs. 

4.2. Investigation of the First Question

     The first research question sought to investigate the effects of various pre-task

activities on EFL learners’ reading comprehension. A one-way ANOVA procedure

was used to investigate the result of the participants’ post-test scores. Descriptive

statistics, including the mean, standard deviation, etc. are summarized in Table 1. 

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics for the ANOVA on Reading Comprehension

N Mean Std. Deviation 95% Confidence Interval for Mean

Lower Bound Upper Bound

CSR 27 20.48 5.78 18.19 22.77

SRE 26 17.03 7.43 14.03 20.04

PALS 25 20.24 6.64 17.49 22.98

comparison 30 15.06 6.46 12.65 17.48

Total 108 18.09 6.90 16.77 19.40

      



As it can be seen in the table, the CSR group has the highest mean (mean = 20.48), 

followed closely by the PALS (mean = 20.24), and the SRE (mean = 17.03)

groups. The comparison group has the lowest mean (mean = 15.06). 

          The graphical representation of the results (Chart 1) represents the

differences among the groups more conspicuously. 

Chart 1: Performance of the Participants on the Reading Comprehension Test



     In order to see whether or not the differences among the means are statistically

significant, the one way ANOVA procedure was run. The results of the ANOVA

procedure are given in Table 2. 

Table 2: The results of the ANOVA Procedure on Reading Comprehension

Sum of 

Squares

df Mean Square F Sig. 

Between Groups 572.94 3 190.98 4.39 .006

Within Groups 4522.12 104 43.48   
Total 5095.07 107   2

= .08

     

Based on Table 2, since the F-value is statistically significant (F = 4.39, p < .05), 

we can safely claim that there are significant differences among the groups. So, the

first null hypothesis developed in chapter one is rejected. Besides, based on this

table, only 8% of the total variance in the dependent variable is accounted for by

the independent variable, namely pre-task activity ( 2
= .08). This means that the

remaining 92% of the variance remains unaccounted for. 

     To locate the differences among the means, a post-hoc Scheffe’ test procedure

was run, which yielded the following results. 



Table 3: Multiple Comparisons of Means for the Learners’ Reading Comprehension

(I)

pretaskactivity

(J)

pretaskactivity

Mean Difference

(I-J)

Std. 

Error

Sig. 95% Confidence Interval

Lower Bound Upper Bound

CSR SRE 3.44302 1.811 .234 -1.28 8.17

PALS .24148 1.830 .999 -4.53 5.02

comparison 5.41481* 1.749 .013 .84 9.98

SRE PALS -3.20154 1.847 .312 -8.02 1.62

comparison 1.97179 1.766 .681 -2.64 6.58

PALS comparison 5.17333 1.785 023 .51 9.83

*. The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level.    

      

A look at Table 3 makes it clear that although the differences among the CSR, the

SRE and, the PALS groups as well as the difference between the SRE group and

the comparison group are not statistically significant, both CSR and PALS groups

are significantly better than the comparison group. Therefore, it can be claimed

that the pre-task activity types in the CSR and PALS groups have positive effects

on EFL learners’ reading comprehension. This means that whichever activity type

(CSR or PALS) is used, it can improve EFL learners’ reading comprehension. 



4.3. Investigation of the Second Question

     The aim of the second question was to investigate the effects of various pre-task

activity types on learners’ vocabulary recognition. To this end, another one-way

ANOVA was used. Descriptive statistics are given in the following table:

Table 4: Descriptive Statistics for the ANOVA on Vocabulary Recognition

N Mean Std. Deviation 95% Confidence Interval for Mean

Lower Bound Upper Bound

CSR 27 19.33 7.47 16.37 22.28

SRE 26 16.65 7.26 13.72 19.58

PALS 25 20.00 6.07 17.49 22.50

comparison 30 15.36 4.07 13.84 16.88

Total 108 17.74 6.50 16.49 18.98

      

     As it can be seen in Table 4, the PALS group participants have the highest mean

(mean = 20.00), followed closely by the CSR group (mean = 19.33), and the SRE

group (mean = 16.65). The participants of the comparison group have the lowest

mean (mean = 15.36). 

     The graphical representation of the results (Chart 2) shows the differences

among the groups more clearly.      



Chart 2: Performance of the Participants on Vocabulary Recognition Test

In order to see whether or not the observed differences among the means are

statistically significant, another one-way ANOVA procedure was run. The results

of the ANOVA procedure are given in Table 5.



Table 5: The result of the ANOVA on vocabulary Recognition

Sum of 

Squares

df Mean Square F Sig. 

Between Groups 395.88 3 131.96 3.31 .023

Within Groups 4136.85 104 39.77   

Total 4532.74 107   2
= .06

     

Based on Table 5, since the F-value is statistically significant (F = 3.31, p < .05), 

we can safely claim that there are significant differences among the means of the

groups. So, the second null hypothesis developed in chapter one is also rejected. 

Moreover, based on Table 5, only 6% of the total variance in the dependent

variable is accounted for by the independent variable, namely pre-task activity ( 2
=

.06). This means that the remaining 94% of the variance remains unaccounted for. 

     To locate the differences among the means, a post-hoc Scheffe’ test procedure

was used, which yielded the following results summarized in Table 6. 

Table 6: Multiple Comparisons of Means on Vocabulary Recognition

(I)

pretaskactivity

(J)

pretaskactivity

Mean

Difference (I-J)

Std. 

Error

Sig. 95% Confidence Interval

Lower Bound Upper Bound

CSR SRE 2.67949 1.73 .414 -1.84 7.2043

PALS -.66667 1.75 .981 -5.23 3.9041

comparison 3.96667 1.67 .089 -.40 8.3351

SRE PALS -3.34615 1.76 .237 -7.95 1.2666

comparison 1.28718 1.68 .871 -3.12 5.6996

PALS comparison 4.63333* 1.70 .038 .17 9.0928

      

*. The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level.    



Table 6 shows that of all the comparisons, only the difference between the means

of the PALS and the comparison group is statistically significant, suggesting that

the participants of the PALS group have outperformed their counterparts in the

comparison group. Therefore, it can be claimed that the pre-task activity types in

terms of the PALS strategies have positive effects on EFL learners’ vocabulary

recognition. This means that the PALS framework can improve EFL learners’

vocabulary recognition. 

4.4. Investigation of the Third Question

     The third research question attempted to investigate the effects of various pre-

task activity types on EFL learners’ vocabulary recall. To this end, another one-

way ANOVA was used. Descriptive statistics are given in the following table:

Table 7: Descriptive Statistics for the ANOVA on Vocabulary Recall

N Mean Std. Deviation 95% Confidence Interval for Mean

Lower Bound Upper Bound

CSR 27 17.40 7.47 14.44 20.36

SRE 26 12.46 7.72 9.34 15.58

PALS 25 14.48 6.79 11.67 17.28

comparison 30 15.40 4.73 13.63 17.16

Total 108 14.98 6.86 13.67 16.29

      



As it can be seen in the table, the CSR group has the highest mean (mean = 17.40), 

followed by the comparison (mean = 15.40), and the PALS (mean = 14.48) groups. 

The SRE group has the lowest mean (mean = 12.46). 

     The graphical representation of the results (Chart 3) represents the differences

among the groups more obviously. 

Chart 3: Performance of the Participants on the Vocabulary Recall Test



      In order to see whether or not the differences among the means are statistically

significant, another one-way ANOVA procedure was run. The results of the

ANOVA procedure are given in Table 8. 

Table 8: The Results of the ANOVA on Vocabulary Recall

Sum of 

Squares

df Mean Square F Sig. 

Between Groups 335.54 3 111.84 2.47 .066

Within Groups 4702.42 104 45.21   

Total 5037.96 107    

      

Based on Table 8, since the F-value is not statistically significant (F = 2.47, p >

.05), we can conclude that there are no significant differences among the means of

the groups. Thus, the third null hypothesis developed in chapter one is supported.     

4.5. Discussion

     The present study attempted to investigate the effects of some selected

collaborative techniques (CSR, PALS, and SRE) on EFL learners’ reading

comprehension, vocabulary recognition, and vocabulary recall. One of the findings

of the present study was that there were significant differences among these

collaborative techniques in reading comprehension. This study supports Zhang’s

(2010) contention that cooperative language learning has positive effects on



students’ learning and understanding; besides, it is more effective than learning

individually. The findings of this study support this claim. The results of the

present study are also in line with those of Liang and Dole (2006), who showed

that collaborative learning improved reading comprehension. 

     There are few studies on the comparisons among collaborative techniques. Most

researchers have investigated only one collaborative technique or have compared

one technique with traditional ones. One of the techniques used in the present

study was CSR. It is one of the most popular and well-known collaborative

techniques (Liang & Dole, 2006). Klingner and Vaughn (1998) were the first who

developed Collaborative Strategic Reading (CSR) with the aim of involving

students in cooperation in small cooperative groups. 

     The first question in the present study was about reading comprehension. The

results indicated that the CSR technique had the best effects on reading

comprehension. It was the best technique in reading comprehension. Vaughn and

Klingner (2002) believe that collaborative techniques like CSR improve reading

comprehension. Their findings support the findings of the present study. It was

followed closely by the PALS group. The worst technique was the SRE in reading

comprehension. The idea of scaffolding teaching as a strategy of teaching was first

offered by Vygotsky (1978). The results of the present study are different from

those of Graves and Graves (2003), who found Scaffolded reading experience as



an efficient framework that teachers can utilize to aid English language learners’

reading comprehension. Furthermore, the results of the present study are different

from those of Scharlach (2008), who believes that SRE’s main purpose is to

enhance learners’ level of reading comprehension. The findings of the present

study are also different from those of Fitzgerald and Graves (2005), who found

SRE as a rather flexible framework for teaching lessons involving texts that

develops English language learners’ reading comprehension as well as their

learning through reading. 

    At the same time, this study corroborates the results of Klingner and Vaughn

(1998) indicating that applying CSR techniques facilitates reading comprehension. 

It also supports Dalton and Proctor’s (2007) claim that providing background

information and previewing through CSR strategies are important for less

proficient learners. The results of the present study regarding the first research

question are also in accordance with those of Harris and Hodges (1995), who

showed that CSR techniques are designed to improve students’ reading

comprehension by instructing them how to summarize the main content, how to

formulate questions, how to elucidate complex issues, and finally how to predict

what may come next. The results of this study are also in line with those of

Palinscar and Brown (1984), who showed that reciprocal teaching, as an important



instructional principle of CSR, has impact on students’ reading comprehension

potentiality. 

     The findings of the present study also confirm those of Dobbie and Joyce

(2009) that PALS, as one of the most well-established features of education, is an

effective factor on EFL learners’ reading comprehension. Besides, the findings of

the present study are in accordance with those of Mackey et al. (2010), who

reported that Peer-Assisted learning is an effective learning approach in which

learners cooperate together to solve problems and learn by discovering and

communicating with each other during the reading comprehension process. 

     The second research question in the present study focused on the effects of

different pre-task activities (CSR, PALS, and SRE) on vocabulary recognition. The

results indicated that pre-task activities designed in terms of the framework of

PALS strategies, had the best effects on vocabulary recognition, followed closely

by the CSR group.  

     In this study, CSR was the best technique in reading comprehension, and the

second best technique in vocabulary recognition. In other words, this technique

was the best technique in reading comprehension and had positive effects on

vocabulary recognition. Students like this technique and take part in the activities

underlying this technique eagerly (Vaughn & Klingner, 1999). Similarly, Liang



and Dole (2006) reported that students’ experience in applying these strategies

minimizes the role of the teacher and, as time passes, teachers involve in just

monitoring the groups and providing help when required. Besides, Zainol Abidin

(2012) found that collaborative techniques like CSR improve reading

comprehension. These findings support the findings of the present study. 

     In accordance with the results of the present study, Hughes and Macy (2008)

believe that PALS can be considered as an interpretation of peer tutoring in which

instructors identify students who need support with particular skills and ask the

most independent students in the class to help them with those particular skills. In

this way, students can diligently involve in tasks they perform successfully, 

perform better in reading comprehension and vocabulary recognition, benefit from

active peer collaboration, and last but not least, encourage their less active peers to

assume effective roles in performing important tasks and class activities. 

     The findings of the present study also support those of Lan et al. (2007), who

note that PALS as an effective collaborative and peer-assisted learning process, 

can help the recognition of known words or concepts. They hold that if these

techniques are used and learners categorize the related words and information in

memory, teaching and learning of new vocabulary would be facilitated. In the

present study, the positive effect of the PALS techniques was confirmed on the

learners’ vocabulary recognition. 



     The third research question attempted to investigate the effects of the above-

mentioned pre-task activity types on EFL learners’ vocabulary recall. The results

did not show any significant differences among the applied collaborative

techniques on the performance of the participants regarding their vocabulary recall. 

According to Liang and Dole (2006), the most important point regarding CSR is

that, here, the teacher should be heavily engaged in introducing the CSR strategies

to students in a way that the actual planning time seems to be less than the

introduction part. In this case, the teacher might have failed to introduce this

technique properly in the present study. The findings of Palinscar and Brown’s

(1984) study are different from the results of the present study regarding

vocabulary recall. They showed that reciprocal teaching besides cooperative

learning (known as instructional principles of CSR) can improve vocabulary recall. 

Even though there were no significant differences among the effects of the above-

mentioned pre-task activity types on participants’ vocabulary recall, the CSR pre-

task activity types were considered as more or less effective pre-task activity types. 

The results showed that the participants who received CSR pre-task activities did

better than the other three groups on their vocabulary recall post-tests. 

     On the other hand, these findings are in line with those of Hayati and Shahriari

(2010), who claim that since the meaning of an L2 word can be understood from

its L1 translation, the EFL learner’s language processor may pay less attention to



the contextual cues to elicit and retrieve the meaning of new words in the recall

post-test. In this way, EFL learners might be less motivated to retrieve the meaning

of words during the recall post-test. 

     The observed discrepancy between the findings of the present study and those

of the above- mentioned studies could be partially related to participants’ level of

language proficiency. Another reason could be attributed to the participants’

background knowledge. The more background information the learners have, the

more comprehensible the reading texts will be. 

     Moreover, most of the above-mentioned studies were conducted on ESL

learners with diverse cultural and linguistic backgrounds. According to Chang

(2007), culture is a part of language and has an important impact on reading

comprehension. The findings of Chang’s (2007) study confirmed that cross-

cultural differences may produce different results in a study with ESL learners in

comparison with EFL learners. Similarly, Anderson and Barnitz (2004) suggest

that culture plays an important role in the comprehension process of a reading text. 

They also note that learners may rely on their linguistic knowledge to comprehend

a reading text when the content of the text contains a culturally unfamiliar theme. 



     Last but not least, the length of treatment and the number of participants might

account for a part of the differences between the findings of this and other similar

studies. 





Chapter Five: Conclusions and Implications

5.1. Introduction

     In this chapter, the findings of the present study are summarized. In addition, 

some pedagogical implications and suggestions for further research are provided. 

5.2. Summary of the Findings

     The present study attempted to investigate the effects of selected pre-task

activity types (CSR, PALS, and SRE) on Iranian EFL learners’ reading

comprehension, vocabulary recognition, and vocabulary recall. The findings of the

present study revealed that there are significant differences among selected pre-

task activity types (CSR, PALS and SRE) on Iranian EFL learners’ reading

comprehension. The results showed that the CSR techniques had the best effect on

learners’ reading comprehension. The CSR group was followed closely by the

PALS group. The SRE group was the poorest group. The participants in this group

could not answer reading comprehension questions very well, but still they

outperformed the participants in the comparison group. 

     The second research question focused on the effects of the selected pre-task

activity types (CSR, PALS, and SRE) on Iranian EFL learners’ vocabulary



recognition. The findings showed that there were significant differences among the

three pre-task activity types in vocabulary recognition, as well. The results showed

that the group which received pre-task activity types through the PALS

instructional framework was the best. The CSR group was the second best. The

SRE group had the worst results (of the three treatment groups), but again it was

better than the comparison group. 

     The last research question aimed to investigate the effects of the same pre-task

activity types on Iranian EFL learners’ vocabulary recall. The findings revealed no

significant differences among the selected pre-task activity types on EFL learners’

vocabulary recall. But, the study showed that the CSR group acted better than the

other three groups.  

5.3. Conclusion

     The results of the present study indicated that collaborative pre-task activities

were effective on Iranian EFL learners’ reading comprehension and vocabulary

recognition and more or less on their vocabulary recall, as well. The findings

showed that CSR techniques made the most effective pre-task activities in both

reading comprehension and vocabulary recall and the second most effective ones

in vocabulary recognition. The findings of the present study also showed that pre-



task activities in terms of PALS techniques were the most effective ones on

vocabulary recognition. In reading comprehension and both of vocabulary

recognition and recall, the SRE pre-task activities had the poorest results in

comparison with the other two pre-task activity types. Besides, the results showed

that the participants of the comparison group outperformed the participants of the

SRE and even the PALS groups on the vocabulary recall post-tests, but on the

other post-tests, the participants of the treatment groups performed better than the

participants of the comparison group. 

     Additionally, the CSR and PALS pre-task activities provided an opportunity for

Iranian EFL students to be more successful in their reading comprehension and

vocabulary recognition. The CSR techniques did the same for EFL learners’

vocabulary recall, as well. Therefore, pre-task activity types designed on the basis

of the CSR and PALS techniques were the most effective ones on Iranian EFL

learners’ reading comprehension and vocabulary recognition. 

     As the results reveal, it seems that diverse pre-task activity types on the basis of

collaborative techniques and strategies like the selected ones applied in the present

study are not equally effective.  

     To conclude, this study might have clarified some issues attributable to some

pre-task activities in terms of collaborative and cooperative learning techniques



and strategies in addition to their effects on EFL learners’ language learning. 

However, it might also have given rise to more issues regarding the matter. The

upcoming issues along with the already existing controversial issues surrounding

the matter may warrant more research in an area waiting to be further explored. 

5.4. Pedagogical Implications

     The findings of the present study can have implications for both teachers and

learners. The effects of pre-task activities in terms of collaborative and cooperative

techniques and strategies are undeniable. They not only facilitate reading

comprehension and vocabulary learning, but also make these two processes easier

and more enjoyable. The present study can be helpful for both teachers and

learners to come to recognize the importance of these pre-task activities. CSR and

PALS, for instance, are two of the most powerful frameworks within which

different pre-task activities can be designed to help language learners improve their

reading comprehension and vocabulary learning. 

     The knowledge of how effective these pre-task activities are enhances teachers’

potentiality to consider their students’ needs and the characteristics of the reading

texts while applying these pre-task activities. Thus, teachers might consider these

activities as effective strategies because they can make the main vocabulary and



reading tasks more meaningful and tangible. Besides, teachers’ creativity in

designing these pre-task activities in the collaborative environment of their

classrooms, can not only improve their students’ reading comprehension and

vocabulary learning, but also make the learning process easier for them. 

     The findings of the present study can have implications for learners as well. By

the use of collaborative pre-task activities, students can enjoy the learning process

effortlessly. The stronger ones can have the opportunity to assume responsibility

for their weaker partners or teammates. In this way, they can prepare themselves

for performing the main task properly. They may also learn how to examine the

problems carefully, find solutions to the problems, choose the best solution, 

cooperate with the other group members, hold responsibilities, share their

knowledge and responsibilities, and if their teacher tells them they have done a

good job, they will develop the habit of working hard. 

5.5. Suggestions for Further Research

     For those who are interested in conducting research in the area of collaborative

pre-task activity types and their effects on language learning, the following areas of

research are suggested:



     This study investigated the effects of pre-task activity types designed within the

framework of three collaborative techniques (CSR, PALS, and SRE) on Iranian

EFL learners’ reading comprehension and vocabulary recognition and recall. There

are definitely more than just these three instructional frameworks, various aspects

of which can make suitable topics for further research to assist educators in making

instructional decisions about their use. 

     Moreover, this study investigated the effects of pre-task activity types within

the frameworks of selected instructional collaborative techniques on reading

comprehension; there are two kinds of reading (intensive and extensive). Thus, 

further research can be carried out on the two kinds of reading. 

     Furthermore, this study was done to investigate only EFL learners’ reading and

vocabulary. Other studies can be conducted to explore the effects of the same

collaborative pre-task activity types on their listening comprehension, speaking, 

writing or grammar. 

     Also, age as well as gender were not considered in the present study. Therefore, 

interested researchers can take these two variables into consideration. 

     Besides, the sample size in the present study was small. So, the same

investigation can be duplicated with large samples. 



     Last but not least, the present study investigated the effects of the

aforementioned pre-task activity types on EFL learners in the Intermediate level. 

Further research is needed to provide stronger evidence for the effectiveness of

these pre-task activity types on different levels of language proficiency. 
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Appendices

Appendix A: Vocabulary and Reading Comprehension Sub-test of Michigan

English Language Proficiency Test (MELPT)

VOCABULARY

1. “Sally said she would paint the house for a _____ fee.”   

a. formulaic  

b. miniature  

c. superfluous  

d. nominal  

2. “No one can visit her because she has a very _____ disease.”  

a. intoxicating  

b. contagious  

c. corporal  

d. exasperating  

  

3. “He tried to explain how he felt. But he was unable to ____ his true feelings.”  

a. articulate  

b. evolve  

c. inhibit  

d. inflict  



4. “That popular magazine has many ______ .”  

a. denominations  

b. prescriptions  

c. subscribers  

d. spectators  

  

5.”Those two countries have always ____ the location of their shared border.”  

a. disputed  

b. dissented  

c. dissolved  

d. declined  

6. “He received a silver _____ for winning the contest.”   

a. trophy  

b. technique  

c. chasm  

d. grant  

7. “Inflation has risen in _____ years.”  

a. current  

b. recent  

c. the latest  

d. the last  



8. “No one knew what to do because his Instructions were so ______.”  

a. unconscious  

b. precarious  

c. ambiguous  

d. restrictive  

  

9. “John tried to eat a large piece of meat too fast and began to ____ on it.”  

a. exploit  

b. lash  

c. gauge  

d. choke  

10. “Jane is a very _____ student.”  

a. eventual  

b. foregoing  

c. conscientious  

d. admissible  

  

11. “Jenny is _____ of the mistakes of others.”  

a. tolerant  

b. benevolent   

c. cordial  

d. cooperative  



12. “The noise of the traffic is a real ____ when I’m trying to study.”  

a. epidemic  

b. outburst  

c. nuisance  

d. fragment  

  

13. “After Eric had run the race. His shirt was ______ sweat.”  

a. overcome by  

b. reinforced with  

c. invaded by            

d. saturated with  

  

14. “He took a second job to _____ his income.”  

a. engender  

b. augment  

c. exploit  

d. hasten  

  

15. “Frank _______  to travel the world.”  

a. conspires  

b. inspires  

c. asserts  

d. aspires  



16. “Bill’s teachers ______ him as a trouble maker.”  

a. regard  

b. remind  

c. conclude  

d. measure  

17. “Because John didn't take good care of himself, it was ____ that he would get  

sick.”  

a. invariable  

b. notorious  

c. inevitable  

d. conclusive  

  

18. “Bill just doesn't fit in here: he's like ____.”  

a. a bird in the hand  

b. a fish out of water  

c. a fly in the ointment  

d. water on a duck’s back  

19. “He said it would never work, that all our  

efforts had been _____.”  

a. distracted  

b. vacant  



c. futile  

d. convertible  

  

20. “When Helen told me she was mad at her boss, I asked her not to do anything
____.”  

  a. incidental  

  b. distorted  

  c. crucial  

  d. drastic  

21. “Jane was _____ that an unqualified person got the job.”  

  a. infected  

  b. beset  

  c. bold  

  d. resentful  

  

22. “The old man’s health was improving. But then some ____ developed.”  

  a. complications  

  b. implications  

  c. terminations  

  d. conclusions  



23. “Don’t use that airline. Its safety record is______.”  

  a. brazen  

  b. appalling  

  c. terminal  

  d. existential  

  

24. “John couldn’t say a word: he was ___ by the shocking news.”  

  a. jammed  

  b. clamped  

  c. stunned  

  d. clenched  

  

25. “Fred bought his new car on _____ quickly and without thinking.”  

a. impulse  

b. expectation  

c. prejudice  

d. reaction  

  

26. “When we heard the criminal was released from prison we felt nothing but
_____ .”  

a. infection  

b. revulsion  

c. combustion  



d. restriction  

27. “They did not believe the candidate’s _____.”  

a. apertures  

b. assertions  

c. imperatives  

d. resumptions    

  

28. “They didn’t finish the project in time though they had _____ three weeks to
it.”  

a. accused  

b. adhered  

c. aggregated  

d. allotted  

  

29. “Because so much wheat has been sold to other countries, local supplies are
____ .”  

a. expanded  

b. depleted  

c. apprehended  

d. preoccupied  

  



30. “The politician told _____ lie.”  

  a. a dense  

  b. a sundry  

  c. an outright  

  d. a snug  

31. “Jane wasn’t driving carefully, and had a ____ when she almost crashed into a
truck.”  

a. last call  

b. look out  

c. knock out  

d. close call  

32. “That scale isn’t correct. It needs _____.”  

a. cohesion  

b. calibration  

c. resignation  

d. approximation  

  

33. “Scott _____ his success to luck.”  

a. attributes  

b. contributes  

c. concedes  



d. attests  

  

34. “We hope that increasing the size of the police force will act as a _____ to
crime.”  

a. deterrent  

b. contraction  

c. suspension          

d. deficiency

35. “The teacher told Sue her comments were interesting but not _____ .”  

a. stimulating  

b. synthetic  

c. relevant  

d. peripheral  

36. “When he parked his car in our driveway, he _____ our property rights.”   

a. restrained  

b. penetrated  

c. infringed on  

d. invested in  

  

37. “The papers were easy to find because the files were _____ organized.”  

a. progressively  



b. intimately  

c. ironically  

d. meticulously  

  

38. “The boy didn't fall even though he was ____ on the edge of the cliff.”  

a. peering   

b. presiding  

c. perceived  

d. poised  

  

39. “If you pay for the movie, I’ll _____ for dinner.”  

a. snap  

b. sprout  

c. spark  

d. spring  

  

40. “From her accent he ____ that she was from Canada.”  

a. deduced  

b. evoked  

c. incurred  

d. implied  



READING COMPREHENSION

Like all growing plants, the potato is a product of the seamless cooperation of sun, 

soil, temperature and water. However, while potatoes thrive on moisture, so, too, 

does the potato's worst affliction, late blight.  After attacking and blackening the

leaves, phytophthora infestans spores move down the stem, eventually reaching

and rotting the tubers in the ground. Even those potatoes harvested and stored may

carry the fungus and be wiped out. The search for the cause of the blight that

ruined the Irish plants in the 1840's and the Polish plants in 1980 preoccupied

researchers for years. M. J. Berkeley, a 19th-century naturalist, first recognized

that the fungus appearing on the potato plants in 1845 in Ireland and elsewhere was

not the result of the blight but the cause. Working in Germany, another scientist

Heinrich Anton de Bary, proved Berkeley's theory by identifying the fungus as an

outgrowth on the host. It took another hundred years. However, before the mystery

of the origin of the fungus was solved, and the pathogen itself was traced to central

Mexico. Late blight has traditionally been held in check with costly chemical

fungicides. Unfortunately, for many farmers, the chemicals are too expensive, if a

valuable at all. Therefore today, identifying or creating blight-resistant potato

species is the major goal of agricultural researchers interested in late blight.  

41. Where does late blight begin?  

a.    in the stems of potato plants  



b.    on the leaves of potato plants  

c.    in potatoes in the ground  

d.    in potatoes that are being stored  

42. M. J. Berkeley is known for …  

a.   discovering the cause of late blight.  

b.   finding a treatment for late blight.  

c.   understanding that the fungus was a result of late blight.  

d.   recognizing that the blight in Ireland was the same as the blight in Germany.  

  

43. The work of Heinrich Anton de Bary supported the theory that …  

a.   blight was a disease caused by potatoes.   

b.   late blight caused a fungus.   

c.   the cause of late blight was a fungus.  

d.   German potato blight and Irish potato blight had different causes.  

  

44. Where did the fungus come from originally?  

a.   Ireland  

b. Poland  

c.   Germany  

d. Mexico  

  

45. According to the passage, current research is primarily aimed at …  

a.   finding types of potatoes not so affected by late blight.  



b. developing more effective chemical fungicides to fight late blight.  

c.   developing less expensive chemical fungicides to fight late blight.   

d. discovering the cause of phytophthora infestans.  

  

A little more than a hundred years ago, a number of European scholars began to

record stories being told in peasant cottages and compile them into the first great

collections of European folk tales. Written evidence exists to prove that the folk

tales they recorded existed long before then. Though. Collections of sermons from

the 12th to the 15th century show that medieval preachers knew of some of the

same stories as those recorded by the 19th century folklorists. The collections of

folk tales made in the late 19th and early 20th centuries provide a rare opportunity

to make contact with the illiterate masses who have disappeared into the past

without leaving a trace. To reject folk tales as historical evidence because they

cannot be dated and situated with precision like other historical documents is to

turn one's back on one of the few points of entry into the previous centuries. But to

attempt to penetrate that world is to face a daunting set of obstacles. The greatest

of which is the impossibility of listening in on the story tellers. No matter how

accurate they may be. The versions of the tales recorded in writing cannot convey

the effects that the storytellers must have used to bring the stories to life: the

dramatic pauses, the sly glances, the use of gestures to set scenes, and the use of

sounds to punctuate actions. All of those devices shaped the meaning of the tales, 



and all of them elude the historian. He cannot be sure that the limp and lifeless text

he holds between the covers of a book provides an accurate account of the

performance that took place in earlier times.  

46. The author believes that written versions of folk tales …  

a.   changed dramatically from the 19th to the 20th century.  

b. are valid historical documents.  

c.   show how illiterate the masses were before the 19th century.  

d. should be rejected as historical evidence.   

  

47. What problem of folk tale collections does the author discuss?  

a.   There is no way to tell which version of a story is the original version.  

b. They contain historical inaccuracies.  

c.   They are used as historical evidence.  

d. They don’t preserve the original performance style of the storytellers.   

  

48. The author’s main purpose in this passage is to …  

a.   criticize historians who use folk tales as historical documents.   

b. argue that folk tales are authentic historical documents.  

c. convince readers that modern versions of folk tales are probably not the same as

    the originals.   

d. explain why historians must study the illiterate masses of the past.  

  



49. According to the passage. Peasant folklore was recorded by …  

a.   19th century folklorists.  

b.   19th century preachers.   

c.   historians in the 12th to 15th centuries.  

d.   19th century peasants.  

  

50. The author talks about “limp and lifeless” texts because …  

a.   the original texts have been damaged.  

b. the texts do not reveal how the storytellers presented their folk tales.  

c.   some of the texts are no longer relevant to historians.  

d. the texts provide and accurate account of life in earlier times.   

  

Bioacoustics is a field that cacophony of sound emanating from the animal

kingdom. Using the equipment adapted from the sound recording industry and the

military. Bioacousticians are learning how creatures use sound in mating, 

socializing, and staking out territories. The work of Eugene Morton of the National

Zoological Park exemplifies the interests of scientists in this field. He has shown

that most animals warn others away with a harsh, low-pitched growl. The reason

seems to be that deep. Low-frequency sound suggests bigness, in the same way a

bass drum sounds mightier than a snare drum. Conversely, he has found that

animals use high-pitched sounds to show amiability or submissiveness. A pocket



mouse, for example, signals appeasement with a whining squeal. A rhinoceros

rumbles when hostile, but whistles when feeling friendly. Morton and other

scientists owe such findings to the sonograph, the device that helped launch

bioacoustics in the 1950’s Developed for use in creating human voiceprints and

submarine identification. The sonograph converts sound waves in the atmosphere

into electrical signals. The signals drive a stylus, which makes a two-dimensional

"picture" of sound on paper. Using the sonograph, Morton has found that although

a bird's warning chirp and a dog's growl sound dissimilar, pictures of their sounds

are much alike. Both reveal a low overall frequency and broad bandwidth; the

sonogram looks like a thick, black bar. At the opposite end of the sound spectrum

is the thin-lined sonogram representing an animal's friendly call, a high tone that

makes the producer seem smaller and unthreatening. Using sonograms and

sophisticated computers, bioacousticians are scrutinizing everything from cricket

chirps to lion roars to learn more about why an animal makes particular sounds in

particular situations.  

51. What is the importance of the sonograph in biacoustice?  

a.    It creates human voiceprints.  

b.    It sends electrical signals.   

c.    It helps scientists compare animal sounds.   

d.    It allows the identification of submarines.  



  

52. The original purpose of sonographs was to …  

a.   identify submarines.  

b. compare the sounds of birds and dogs.  

c.    warn threatening animals away.  

d. learn more about how animals use sound.   

  

53. What does a sonograph do?  

a.   It decreases the frequency of sounds.  

b. It makes sounds louder so scientists can study them.   

c.   It creates sounds like animals make.  

d. It makes a visual record of sounds.  

  

54. According to the passage. What does research show about large animals?  

a.   They may make high pitched sounds to show they are in danger.  

b. They may make low pitched sounds to show they feel friendly.   

c.   They may make high pitched sounds to show they feel friendly.   

d. They may have difficulty making high-pitched sounds.   

  

55. The research mentioned in the passage suggests that low-pitched sounds made    

      by an animal …  

a.   may mean the animal feels relaxed.   

b. indicate the animal is bigger than a bird.   



c.   do not appear on a sonogram.  

d. may mean the animal is giving a warning.   

  

     Printers use the term broadside to refer to a large piece of paper printed on one

side. In military language, it means an attack with all one's forces. Dudley Randall

invoked both these senses of the word when he established the Broadside press in

1965. Randall was a librarian and poet in Detroit when he began the press with his

personal savings as a way to copyright the words to his ballad about a 163 racial

incident in which whites killed three Black children. The poem was printed ad a

broadside.  "By creating the Broadside press, the most successful poetry institution

in the history of African American literature, Randall created something that had

previously not existed in the United States-an organization that would publish the

works of Black poets, “explains professor Melba Boyd, a poet and former press

editor. Historically, work by Black poets had been criticized for emphasizing

political issues and not using the traditional poetic forms of the white literary

establishment. Thus, Black poets had found it difficult to get published.   

     Boyd is producing a film documentary that will present Randall's biography as

well as his poetry. Randall served as general editor of the press from 1965 to 1977. 

In the mid-seventies, sky-rocketing printing costs and the closing of many small

bookstores to whom he had extended credit left the press in financial straits. 



Randall then sold the press and slumped into a depression. But in the 1980's, he

revived community support for the press through the Broadside Poets Theater. 

Boyd hopes her documentary on Randall will introduce more people to African

American literature.  

56. According to the passage, the Broadside press is most famous as a publisher of

…  

a.   criticism of traditional white poetry.   

b.   biographies of famous African American poets.  

c.   poetry written by African Americans.  

d.   African American documentaries.  

57. Who paid the costs to start the press?  

a.    An organization of black writers  

b.   Dudley Randall  

c.    Professor Boyd  

d.   Many small bookstores  

  

58. According to Professor Boyd. What significant change occurred because of the  

      Broadside Press?  

a.   black poets returned to traditional poetic forms.  

b. Historical works about African Americans began to appear in print.   



c.   The Black literary establishment began to emphasize political issues.  

d. It became easier for Black poets to get their work in print.   

  

59. What happened to the Broadside Press in the 1980’s?  

a.   It was renamed the Broadside Poets theater.   

b. It moved into a different community.   

c.   It regained popular support.  

d. It helped support small bookstores during a depression.  

  

60. What did the Broadside Poets Theater do?  

a.   helped get support for the Broadside Press  

b. led Randall into a personal depression   

c.   led the Broadside  Press into financial difficulties  

d. supported many bookstores in the community  

  

  



Appendix B: Pre-test

• Write the Persian equivalent of the underlined words:

1. A friend can mean anything from a casual acquaintance to someone you

have known your whole life. 

2. Whoever they are, friends are an important part of life at every stage. 

3. They provide companionship and emotional support. 

4. Of all our relationships, friendships are the most voluntary. 

5. Whether friendships are old or new, you can’t neglect them if you want them

to last. 

6. Two other keys are flexibility and respect. 

7. Don’t be judgmental and don’t offer advice unless you’re asked. 

8. Be supportive of your friends. It’s important to love them despite their

faults!

9. Workforce cutbacks are common in today’s economy. 

10. Career experts have developed these strategies for holding on to a job. 

11. You can make a positive impact on your boss by arriving early and working

late. 

12. This pompous fellow makes all his business calls in public places while

standing in the middle of a crowded room. 



13. Talking three times louder than necessary is characteristic of this offensive

cell phone user. 

14. He seems to think everyone has a hearing impairment. Doesn’t he know the

phone already amplifies his voice?

15. They decided that miscommunications were always possible, even over

something as simple as “yes” and “no”. 

16. On her first day in Micronesia, Lisa thought people were ignoring her

requests. 

17. Lisa rephrased the question. 

18. Lisa gave up and left the store. 

19. She asked the waiter, “Do you have stuffed cabbage today?” He nodded his

head. 

20. Tom had a similar problem when he arrived in India. After explaining

something in class, he asked his students if they understood. They responded

with many different nods and shakes of the head. 

21. They had rubbed this fish and soon after had won a prize! Although this

“magic fish” is now under study and off-limits to the public, many people

have won money simply by rubbing its picture. 

22. Bruce Zalmer, 32, is literally fireproof. His skin can withstand flames

without pain or damage. 



23. Medical scientists are amazed that a human could have either of these

qualities, let alone both. 

24. As tourists looked on in amazement, a spaceship kidnapped 11 elephants

from a game preserve. 

25. The driver had stopped at a watering hole and the tourists were watching the

elephants when a gigantic spaceship appeared. 

26. The ship shot down a powerful beam of orange light that sucked up the

elephants and then flew off. 

27. There are 30 boys in this close-knit household and Anne Belles is their

mom. 

28. “They each have special needs-physically, emotionally, or at school,” says

Belles. 

29. I want to adopt orphans. 

30. In an interesting twist, thirteen of her boys are going to be in a local

theater’s production of Oliver!

31. One of Sean’s good friends was in a coma because of a serious car accident. 

32.This was a big change after a six-year courtship and plenty of shared

memories. 

33. The day before their first anniversary, Sean’s memories flooded back in an

instant. 



34. Nevertheless, they’ll be quick to tell you that it’s a dynamic, world-class

city with tons of things to do and see. 

35. People in downtown Sydney are always on the move, rushing to make

contacts, cutting deals, and gaining influence. 

36. Melbourne may not have the great surfing of Sydney, the beautiful Darling

Harbor, or the Opera House; instead, it’s low key and savvy. 

37. After all, there wasn’t too much to do in those days after the sun went

down. But then came the electric light bulb. And now we have satellite

television, the Internet, 24-hour convenience stores, and longer hours at

work. 

38. The news is even worse for people who work the night shift. 

39. Meanwhile, other scientists and pharmaceutical researchers are searching

for new ways to keep us awake longer. 

40. The implications of this research are huge. 

41. As soon as I opened the door and stepped outside, the kids slammed and

locked it behind me. 

42. It was winter, and I stood outside freezing while they rolled around on the

floor laughing hysterically. 

43. Meanwhile, the kitchen started getting smoky, and the smoke detector

started buzzing. 



44. I woke up on the Monday morning feeling a little defiant, so I called in sick. 

45. I even had to go to the hospital! In the end, I learned a valuable lesson-I

can’t get away with anything!

46. She was officially broke. 

47. She was a television producer, earned $ 900 a week, and had a closetful of

designer labels like Gucci and Louis Vuitton. 

48. She built a website and simply asked people to help her out by sending her a

buck or two. 

49. “If 20,000 people gave be just $ 1, I’d be home free, and I’m sure there are

20,000 people out there who can afford to give me $ 1.”

50. She was offered a book deal and a movie contract. 

51. It’s hard to understand why so many people helped a total stranger pay off

her huge credit card bill, but they did. Why? Karyn says, “I was just honest

about what happened; I didn’t make up some sob story about saving the

world,” she explains. 

52. Most sites receive little traffic and even less cash. 

53. People sent her hate mail and scolded her on websites. 

54. Daisuke Inoue was a drummer in a band near Osaka, Japan, that played

versions of famous pop songs. 



55. People loved to sing along as the band played, but most of them couldn’t

carry a tune. 

56. In 1971, a loyal client asked Inoue to escort him on a company trip, but

Inoue could not

Attend. 

57. He found a solution: he recorded his band’s back-up tracks, and then

hooked up a car stereo and an amplifier. 

58. Unfortunately, Inoue never bothered to patent the world’s first karaoke

machine, so he lost his chance to become one of Japan’s richest men. 

59. Although Inoue spent years in obscurity, in 1999, Time magazine called him

one of the 20th century’s most influential people, saying he had “helped to

liberate the once unvoiced.”

60. Inoue is always getting asked silly questions, but he takes them in stride. 

61. At weddings and company get-togethers, the karaoke comes out and people

relax. It breaks the ice. 

62. She’s received teddy bears, subscriptions to Vogue, Dunkin’ Donuts

Coupons, backpacks, jewelry, cat food, and candles. 

63. I was intrigued by the movie Oliver! In the ‘60s, a musical based on the

Charles Dickens novel Oliver Twist. 



64. They go to mainstream schools, take karate, go skating at the roller rink, 

and even act on television. 

65. There are also clothing, insurance and mortgage payments. 

66. All the money is spent on the children, having new clothes and fancy cars

isn’t important to Belles. 

67. Amy contacted the police, who found Sean wandering near a motel three

days later. 

68. He was confused and covered in bug bites. 

69. Psychiatrist Dr. Daniel Brown says Sean’s amnesia might have been caused

by a series of stressful moments, like his friend’s car accident. 

70. Sean views the experience as a chance to confirm he picked the right bride. 

“I got to see how much she loves me,” said Sean. “We have a much

stronger, closer bond from the experience. 

71. Sydney has spectacular beaches. 

72. Melbourne has quaint old buildings and parks. 

73. Nevertheless, they’ll be quick to tell you that it’s a dynamic, world-class

city with tons of things to do and see. 

74. Welcome to the oldest rivalry in Australia. 

75. You have to dig a little to get under its surface, but once there, you’ll find a

perfect example of a chic, ultra-modern city. 



76. In Melbourne, eating out is a pastime and the pace of life is slower and

easier. 

77. “It’s sort of like if you forgot the name of a file you stored on your

computer. 

78. “I remember shoving cake in her face,” said Sean. 

79. Amnesia spoils newlyweds’ bliss. 

80. According to many Melbournians, inhabitants live a life of ideas, 

discussion, and debate. 

81. “Everybody aspires to be a star,” says Steve Chen, a Taiwanese immigrant

who came to the United States with his family in hopes of a better life. 

82. YouTube has now become a global sensation. 

83. When eBay purchased PayPal for $ 1.54 billion, the two received large

bonuses for their role in growing the small start-up. 

84. With Chen’s engineering skills and Hurley’s creativity, they thought

forming a company together was a plausible idea. 

85. After graduating from high school, Chen enrolled in the University of

Illinois at Urbana-Champaign to pursue a degree in computer science. 

86. With that, Hurley and Chen had their first idea for a sustainable business. 

87. They had taken a few digital videos of the event and wanted to share them

with each other the next day, but could not find a good means to do so. 



88. Both YouTube’s marketing strategy and growth as a result have been viral

in nature. 

89. But it would be a part-time job he was hired for at a small e-commerce

start-up called PayPal that would change his life forever. 

90. When Hurley and Chen decided to sell their company, they did so for a

hefty price tag of $ 1.65 billion. 

91. Never break a confidence. 

92. When I woke up the next morning, I had the worst sunburn of my life. 

93. I’ll never forget the time last winter when I was baby-sitting these two kids

for the first time. 

94. You need to be able to communicate them. 

95. Impress your superiors. 

96. Express yourself well. 

97. Get to the point and sell your professional self. 

98. Pinpoint the qualities you have that are truly valuable to the company. 

99. An interviewer does not want to hear that your five-year aspiration is to be

sailing in the Caribbean or working in a different industry. 

100. Trekking through the Himalayas after high school, Maggie Doyne met    

        hundreds of orphaned and poverty-stricken Nepalese children. 



101. Forming library research teams is an effective way to develop a social  

        support group for reducing this fear and for locating and sharing  

        information. 

102. It is really scary to see a delivery truck in the rear view mirror with a  

        distracted driver on a phone behind the wheel. 

103. This exasperating person makes trivial phone-calls, one after another, after

another. 

104. These are the people who haven’t bothered to personalize their ring tone. 

105. Karyn also had thousands of enemies and critics. 

106. It is hard to understand why so many people helped a total stranger pay off  

        her huge credit card. 

107. Imitators have sprung up all over the Net, some with outrageously selfish  

        requests like a BMW or a house. 

108. Amazingly, it worked. 

109. “No one likes a tattletale, whether it’s in grade school or the workplace,”  

          Milligan explains. 



110. A good manager who is cued in to the team will certainly not want one  

        person’s attitude affecting everyone else.”

111. Remember that not every aspect of a job will be fun and exciting. 

112. The fact that English has mostly abandoned female-specific nouns like  

        these is probably part of the reason that the remaining ones tend to attract  

        attention. 

113. It is about writing to minimize the potential for readers to draw  

        conclusions you don’t want to convey. 

114. It created a simple and unique way for people to connect with each other. 

115. From holding promotions such as the iPod Nano daily giveaway to having  

        an external video player that can be placed on any website and can link  

        back to their own, Hurley and Chen created a platform that continues to  

        grow at an exponential rate. 

116. By prioritizing its users’ needs and being as easy and interactive as  

        possible, YouTube was able to find a loyal audience that numbers in the  



        millions. 

117. Another group is even working on an electric switch that instantly wakes  

        up a sleeping brain. 

118. On airplanes, you’ll overhear her saying ridiculous things like, “Hi, we  

         haven’t left yet,” or “Hi, we just landed. OK, see you in a minute.”

119. Talking three times louder than necessary is characteristic of this offensive  

        cell phone user. 

120. “During our first years of life, our brain makes more connections than it  

          needs, and then eventually prunes some of those away,” says Edward  

          Hubbard, a post-doctoral researcher at the French National Institute for  

         Health and Medical research who studies what causes synesthesia. 

121. “We have lots of things impinging upon our senses, and some of them  

          become conscious and some of them don’t,” says Hubbard. 

122. I once asked advertising legend Carl Ally what makes the creative person  

          tick. 



123. He wants to know about all kinds of things: ancient history, 19th century  

        mathematics, current manufacturing techniques, flower arranging, and hug  

        futures. 

124. Their knowledge just sat in their crania because they didn’t think about  

        what they knew in any new ways. 

125. With this outlook, you try various approaches, first one, then another, often  

         not getting anywhere. 

126. An eccentric old king wants to give his throne to one of his two sons. 

127. The performance began with a full orchestra, but as the piece went along,  

        it was scored to need fewer and fewer instruments. 

128. For example, we don’t need to be creative when we’re driving on the  

        freeway, or riding in an elevator, or writing in line at a grocery store. 

129. We are creatures of habit when it comes to the business of living-

        everything from doing paperwork to tying our shoes to haggling with  

        telephone solicitors. 



130. Most of us have certain attitudes that lock our thinking into the status quo  

        and keep us thinking “more of the same.”

131. These values influence Dave to listen empathetically, communicate  

          openly, describe behavior non-judgmentally, and assume responsibility  

          for his feelings and behavior and, in turn, this enhances the self-esteem of  

          people around him.  

132. Adding to the confusion is the variety of slang Americans use, double  

        meanings of many words, and on and on. 

133. This results in a semantic barrier-the meaning of words. 

134. Questions can often come across as if the person is being “grilled”. 

135. USC has even set up kiosks in one of its dining halls to allow students to  

        check the website with their dinner trays in hand, and other colleges are  

        installing similar kiosks. 

136. The dorm systems is actually a great help because living in Tokyo costs  

        more than young people can afford-but I found it stifling. 



137. If it was “discovered” that we were all working overtime in excess of 50  

        hours a month, our boss might have had some problem being promoted,  

        and our prospects would have been affected. 

138. This isolation is part of the brainwashing process. 

139. There is no paid sick leave; I used up half of my fourteen days’ annual  

        because of sickness. 

140. It is not easy to opt out of a lifestyle that is generally considered to be  

        prestigious and desirable, but more and more young people in Japan are  

        thinking about doing it. 



Appendix C: Post-test A (Reading Comprehension Test)

You Have to Have Friends

     People use the word “friend” in a variety of ways. A friend can mean anything

from a casual acquaintance to someone you’ve known your whole life. Whoever

they are, friends are an important part of life at every stage. They provide

companionship and emotional support. Of all our relationships, friendships are the

most voluntary. We choose our friends. 

Making new friends

It’s easy to stay in a circle of friends you’re comfortable with. But as you get older, 

friendships may be lost – people move away or you just lose track of them. 

Building friendships is a lifelong, but worthwhile job. New friendships can bring

opportunities to experience new things. 

A few pointers for making new friends:

• Reach out to others. Try to be open to new experiences and relationships. 

• Participate in classes, clubs, or volunteer organizations. These activities will

bring you into contact with people who share similar interests. 

• Stick with it – even if you feel uncomfortable. It takes time to build

friendships. 



Keeping friends

Whether friendships are old or new, you can’t neglect them if you want them to

last. Even though it’s sometimes hard to spend time together, it’s important to keep

in touch. Two other keys are flexibility and respect. Be understanding when plans

change. If you find yourselves fighting, try to look at things from the other

person’s point of view. 

Some tips for keeping friends:

• Be a good listener. Don’t be judgmental and don’t offer advice unless you’re

asked. 

• Respect the other person’s opinion, even when you don’t agree. 

• Never break a confidence. Your friends need to know they can trust you. 

• Be supportive of your friends. It’s important to love them despite their

faults!

A. For each statement, check True, False, or Not given. 

1. You have to know someone a long time to be a friend. 
a. True
b. False
c. Not given

2. Friends are more important than family. 
a. True
b. False
c. Not given



3. New friendships allow you to learn new things. 
a. True
b. False
c. Not given

4. When you make new friends, old friends will be jealous. 
a. True
b. False
c. Not given

5. It’s important to give your friends respect and support. 
a. True
b. False
c. Not given

6. You should always offer advice to your friends. 
a. True
b. False
c. Not given

B. Find the phrases in italics in the text. Then choose the meaning for each phrase. 

7. When you lose track of someone, you can’t locate / can’t follow him or  

     her. 

     8. When you reach out to people, you try to physically touch / connect   

    with them

9. If you stick with something, you give up on / continue to do it. 

10. When you keep in touch, you communicate with / stay near to someone. 



Strange but True – Stories from the hottest tabloids in town

Tabloids are newspapers that specialize in news about people. The stories are often

sensational and leave the reader wondering, “Could this really be true?”

Brasilia, Brazil After Gilberto Carvalho – a million-dollar lottery winner – told

reporters that his luck had come from a particular fish in a park pond, more than

200 other Brazilians spoke up with similar stories. They had rubbed this fish and

soon after had won a prize! Although this “magic fish” is now under study and off-

limits to the public, many people have won money simply by rubbing its picture. 

Cleveland, Ohio, U .S. Bruce Zalmer, 32, is literally fireproof. His skin can

withstand flames without pain or damage. And his lungs can take in oxygen from

smoky air. Medical scientists are amazed that a human could have either of these

qualities, let alone both. Although Zalmer sees himself as “just a regular guy,” he

once rescued a family of four from a burning building after firefighters had given

up hope. 

Nakuru, Kenya As tourists looked on in amazement, a spaceship kidnapped 11

elephants from a game preserve. The driver had stopped at a watering hole and the

tourists were watching the elephants when a gigantic spaceship appeared. The ship

shot down a powerful beam of orange light that sucked up the elephants and then

flew off. Park officials confirmed that 11 full-grown elephants had disappeared. 



Monterrey, Mexico Astounded doctors say that hundreds of people who had been

old and sick became young and healthy again by drinking from a water fountain in

a public park. Park officials removed the fountain because crowds were becoming

a danger. Yet the people who had drunk its water remained young and healthy –

and made others young and healthy, too, simply by hugging them!

A. Read the article. Find the words in italics in the article. 

Then check the meaning of each word. 

11. off-limits                                    a. forbidden                   b. without restrictions

12. literally                                      a. without truth              b. exactly as stated

13. withstand                                   a. accept or give in         b. bear or resist

14. look on                       a. watch without participating       b. watch with pleasure

15. shoot down                                a. destroy with gunfire   b. send suddenly

16. astounded                                  a. very surprised             b. speechless

B. Match the clauses in column A with information in column B.  

A

17. After people had rubbed the fish, ……. 

18. After the firefighters had given up hope, ……

19. After the driver had stopped for the tourists, ……. 

20. After people had drunk from the fountain, …….. 

B

a. they became young and healthy. 



b. the elephants were kidnapped. 

c. Zalmer was able to save the family. 

d. they won money or other prizes. 

Learning Styles

Have you ever sat in class wondering if you would ever grasp the information that

was being taught? Maybe the presentation didn’t fit your learning style. 

Our minds and bodies gather information in different ways and from all around us:

seeing, hearing, and doing. Then our brains process that information, organizing it

and making connections to things we already know. This process can also work in

different ways: Do we think in pictures or words? Do we remember details or the

big picture?

When we’re trying to learn, it helps to know our brain works. How do we best

gather and organize information? Different people have different learning styles. 

For example, one person might struggle with written information but understand it

immediately in an illustration. Another person might have problems with the

picture, but not the written text. 

Psychologists have identified seven basic learning styles:



Linguistic These people learn by using language – listening, reading, speaking, 

and writing. 

Logical These people learn by applying formulas and scientific principles. 

Visual These people learn by seeing what they are learning. 

Musical Instead of finding music a distraction, these people learn well when

information is presented through music. 

Kinesthetic Movement and physical activities help these people learn. 

Intrapersonal These people learn best if they associate new information directly

with their own experiences. 

Interpersonal These people learn well by working with others. 

You will often encounter situations that do not match your strongest learning style. 

If you know what your strength are, you can develop strategies to balance your

weaknesses, for a more successful learning experience. 

A. Read the article. Find the words in italics in the article. Then match each word
with its meaning. 

……..21. grasp                                      a. try hard to do something

…….22. the big picture                         b. understand

…….23. gather                                      c. something that takes attention away

……24. struggle                                    d. show one thing is connected to another



  …..25. distraction                                e. a general view of a situation

……26. associate                                   f. pick up or collect

B. These sentences are false. Correct each one to make it true. 

27. If you can’t understand something, you aren’t concentrating hard enough. 

28. Linguistic learners will not comprehend written information. 

29. A visual learner will probably learn best by listening and speaking. 

30. A musical learner needs peace and quiet to focus on something. 

                                                        



Appendix D: Post-test B (Vocabulary Recognition Test)

• Check the correct answers:

1. When I woke up the next morning, I had the worst …………. of my life. 

a) morning                                             b) workday

c) day                                                     d) sunburn

2. Impress your …………… in order not to lose your job. 

a) superiors                                              b) parents

c) children                                                d) employees

3. Express ………….. well to avoid misinterpretations. 

a) others                                                   b) yourself

c) yours                                                     d) people

4. In order to succeed in an interview, get to the point and sell your

………….. self. 

a) serious                                                   b) professional

c) tenacious                                                d) educated

5. In order to pass a job interview successfully, you need to ………… the    

    qualities you have that are truly valuable to the company. 



a) ascertain                                                b) avoid

c) pinpoint                                                 d) mention indirectly

6. An interviewer does not want to hear that your five-year ………… is to  

    be sailing in the Caribbean or working in a different industry. 

a) experience                                             b) effort

c) aspiration                                               d) try

7. Maggie Doyne met hundreds of orphaned and poverty-stricken Nepalese  

    children while her ………..through the Himalayas after high school. 

a) trekking                                                  b) jogging

c) running                                                   d) strolling

8. Forming library research teams is a/an …………. way to develop a social  

    support group for reducing this fear and for locating and sharing  

    information. 

a) especial                                                   b) effective

c) good                                                       d) difficult



9. This person who makes trivial phone-calls, one after another, after another  

    is really …………….. 

a) exasperating                                            b) tiring

c) exciting                                                   d) disgusting

10. It is hard to understand why so many people helped a total stranger  

      …………… her huge credit card. 

a) spend                                                        b) pay off

c) expend                                                      d) extension

11. Remember that not every ………. of a job will be fun and exciting. 

a) point                                                          b) aspect

c) prospective                                                d) chance

12. On airplanes, you’ll overhear her saying …………. things like, “Hi, we  

      haven’t left yet,” or “Hi, we just landed. OK, see you in a minute.”

a) serious                                                        b) ridiculous

c) certain                                                         d) cautious



13. Talking three times louder than necessary is characteristic of this  

      ………….. cell phone user. 

a) offensive                                                      b) sustained

c) funny                                                            d) ridiculous

14) “During our first years of life, our brain makes more connections than it  

        needs, and then eventually ………. some of those away,” says Edwars  

        Hubbard, a post-doctral researcher at the French National Institute for  

        Health and Medical research who studies what causes synesthesia. 

a) gets                                                                b) puts

c) prunes                                                            d) gives

15. “We have lots of things ……….. upon our senses, and some of them  

         become conscious and some of them don’t,” says Hubbard. 

a) getting                                                             b) impinging

c) forcing                                                             d) walking

16. I once asked advertising ……….. Carl Ally what makes the creative  



      person tick. 

a) legend                                                                    b) person

c) manager                                                                  d) company

17. Their knowledge just sat in their ……. because they didn’t think about  

      what they knew in any new ways. 

a) minds                                                                       b) brains

c) crania                                                                       d) experiences

18. With this ……….. , you try various approaches, first one, then another,  

      often not getting anywhere. 

a) outfit                                                                         b) outlook

c) outcome                                                                    d) outcast

19. The old king who wanted to give his throne to one of his two sons can be  

      considered as ……………

a) eccentric                                                                     b) selfish

c) thoughtful                                                                   d) careful



20. For example, we don’t need to be creative when we’re driving on the  

      ……………., or riding in an elevator, or waiting in line at a grocery  

      store. 

a) car                                                                                b) bus

c) freeway                                                                        d) street

21. We are creatures of habit when it comes to the business of living-

      everything from doing paperwork to tying our shoes to ……….. with  

      telephone solicitors. 

a) talking                                                                           b) debating

c) discussing                                                                     d) haggling

22. Adding to the confusion is the variety of ………….. Americans use,  

      double meanings of many words, and on and on. 

a) proverb                                                                           b) slang

c) idiom                                                                              d) anecdote

23. This results in a semantic ………….-the meaning of words. 



a) sample                                                                              b) example

c) barrier                                                                               d) interpretation

24. Questions can often come across as if the person is being “……………”

a) asked                                                                                  b) grilled

c) answered                                                                            d) detected

25. USC has even set up ………… in one of its dining halls to allow  

      students to check the websites with their dinner trays in hand, and other  

      colleges are installing similar kiosks. 

a) kiosks                                                                                   b) sections

c) parts                                                                                      d) sessions

26. The dorm systems is actually a great help because living in Tokyo costs  

      more than young people can afford-but I found it …………

a) nice                                                                                         b) fascinating

c) stifling                                                                                     d) absorbing

27. If it was “discovered” that we were all working overtime in excess of 50  



      hours a month, our boss might have had some problems being promoted,  

      and our ………. would have been affected. 

a) incomes                                                                                     b) chances

c) prospects                                                                                   d) wages

28. This isolation is part of the brainwashing …………

a) stage                                                                                         b) part

           c) process                                                                                      d) procedure

       29. There is no paid sick ………; I used up half of my fourteen days’  

              annual because of sickness   

a) off                                                                                              b) leave

c) absence                                                                                      d) left

30. It is not easy to opt out of a lifestyle that is generally considered to be  

      ……………… and desirable, but more and more young people in Japan  

      are thinking about doing it. 

a) luxurious                                                                                        b) fancy

c) prestigious                                                                                      d) funny



Appendix E: Post-test C (Vocabulary Recall Test)

• Fill in the blank spaces

Sustainable- plausible- enrolled- spoils- sensation- aspires- debate- like- chic-

companionship- neglect- workforce- pompous- offensive- miscommunications-

rephrased- kidnapped- let alone- fireproof- shakes- adopt- coma- courtship-

hysterically- night shift- book deal- a buck- viral- casual acquaintance- home free

1. A friend can mean anything from a …………………….. to someone you

have known your whole life. 

2. They provide ………….. and emotional support. 

3. Whether friendships are old or new, you can’t …………….. them if you

want them to last. 

4. Workforce …………. are common in today’s economy. 

5. This ……….. fellow makes all his business calls in public places while

standing in the middle of a crowded room. 

6. Talking three times louder than necessary is characteristic of this ……….. 

cell phone user. 

7. They decided that ………………… were always possible, even over

something as simple as “yes” and “no”. 

8. Lisa ………. the question to make herself understood. 



9. Tom had a similar problem when he arrived in India. After explaining

something in class, he asked his students if they understood. They responded

with many different nodes and ………… of the head. 

10. Bruce Zalmer, 32, is literally ………. . His skin can withstand flames

without pain or damage. 

11. Medical scientists are amazed that a human could have either of these

qualities, ……. …….. both. 

12. As tourists looked on in amazement, a spaceship ………… 11 elephants

from a game preserve. 

13. I want to ………. Orphans and take care of them with all my heart. 

14.One of Sean’s friends was in a …….. because of a serious car accident. 

15. This was a big change after a six-year …………….. and plenty of shared

memories. 

16. The news is even worse for people who work the …………… . 

17. It was winter, and I stood outside freezing while they rolled around on the

floor laughing …………………

18. She built a website and simply asked people to help her out by sending her

…………… or two. 

19. “If 20,000 people gave me just $ 1, I’d be ………….., and I’m sure there

are 20,000 people out there who can afford to give me $ 1.”



20. She was offered a ………………. and a movie contract. 

21. You have to dig a little to get under its surface, but once there, you’ll find a

perfect example of a ……, ultra-modern city. 

22. “It’s sort of ……. if you forgot the name of a file you stored on your

computer. 

23. Amnesia ……….. newlyweds’ bliss. 

24. “Everybody ………… to be a star,” says Steve Chen, a Taiwanese

immigrant who came to the United States with his family in hopes of a better

life. 

25. YouTube has now become a global ……………

26. With Chen’s engineering skills and Hurly’s creativity, they thought forming

a company together was a ………. idea. 

27. After graduating from high school, Chen ………… in the University of

Illinois at Urbana-Champaign to pursue a degree in computer science. 

28. With that, Hurley and Chen had their first idea for a ………….. business. 

29. Both YouTube’s marketing strategy and growth as a result have been ……

in nature. 

30. When Hurley and Chen decided to sell their company, they did so for a

……. price tag of $ 1. 65 billion. 



Appendix F: Correlation Tables

Correlation between Michigan-Recognition

Correlations

recognition michigan

recognition Pearson Correlation 1 .67**

Sig. (2-tailed) .000

N 108 108

michigan Pearson Correlation .677** 1

Sig. (2-tailed) .000

N 108 108

Correlation between Michigan-Recall

Correlations

recall michigan

recall Pearson Correlation 1 .94*

Sig. (2-tailed) .000

N 108 108

michigan Pearson Correlation .946** 1

Sig. (2-tailed) .000

N 108 108



Appendix G: Preview Cards

Preview Cards

Preview before reading. When you Preview, look at the title, subheadings, pictures, and skim the

text to look for key words. 

Preview has two steps:

STEP 1: Brainstorm

• Think about what you already know about the topic. 

• Write it in your Learning Log. 

STEP 2: Predict

• Think about what you might learn. 

• Write your ideas in the Learning Log. 

CSR Learning Log (Before Reading)

Name:                                                                                                                           Date:

Topic:

Preview

                     Brainstorm: What I already know about the topic. 

                   

                  Predict: What I might learn about the topic.



Appendix H: Clunk Cards

Click and Clunk Cards

Clicks:

When you understand what you read, everything ‘clicks’ along smoothly. 

Clunks:

When you don’t understand what you read, ‘clunk’, you stop. When you get to a clunk, use the

fix-up strategies to try and figure out what the clunk means. 

Clunk Fix-Up Strategies

1. Reread the sentence with the clunk and look for key ideas to help you figure out the word. 

Think about what makes sense. 

2. Reread the sentences before and after the clunk, looking for clues. 

3. Look for a prefix or suffix in the word that might help. 

4. Break the word apart and look for smaller words that you know. 



Appendix I: Get the Gist Cards

Get the Gist Cards

1. Name the ‘who’ (person) or ‘what’ (place or thing) the paragraph or section was mostly about. 

2. What is the most important information about the ‘who’ or ‘what’?

3. Write the gist in ten words or less. 

CSR Learning Log (During Reading)

• Name the ‘who’ or ‘what’.

• Say it in ten words or less.

• Tell the most important information

   



Appendix J: Wrap Up Cards

Wrap Up Cards

Wrap Up after finishing the reading assignment has two steps:

  

    STEP 1: Questioning

• Think of questions and write them in your Learning Log. 

• Ask and answer questions. 

   

    STEP 2: Review

• Think about the important information you learned from the

reading

• Write the important information in your Learning Log. 

• State something important you have learned. 

CSR Learning Log (After Reading)

Wrap Up

a. Questions:

b. What I learned:



PALS Cue Cards

Appendix K: Cue Card for Correction Feedback

Cue Card

Word-Reading Error

SAY

“Stop. You missed that word. Can you figure it out?

Count to 5. 

If your partner does not answer or answers incorrectly, 

SAY

“That word is …………………… . What word?

Your partner says the word. 

SAY

“Good. Read the sentence again.”

Mark one point on your score card if you followed the correction

procedure. 

Mark one point on your score card if your partner corrected the

sentence. 



Appendix L: Praise Cue Card

Cue Card

Ways to Say “Very Good”

I know you could do it.                                                                  You’ve just about mastered it. 

Congratulations!                                                                             That’s better than ever. 

Not bad.                                                                                          Much better!

Now you have it!                                                                            You must have been practicing.                      

You are learning fast.                                                                      Keep it up!

Good for you!                                                                                  You did a lot of work today. 

Couldn’t have done it better myself.                                                I like it.                                            

You really make my job fun.                                                            Way to go!

You did it that time!                                                                          Now you have the hang of it. 

You haven’t missed a thing!                                                             Good thinking. 

WOW!                                                                                               You are really learning a lot. 

That’s the way!                                                                                  Good going. 

TERRIFIC!                                                                                        Good for you!

You figured that out fast.                                                                   I think you’ve got it now. 

You remembered!                                                                              Good job, (person’s name). 



Appendix M: Comprehension Cue Card

Cue Card

Comprehension

SAY

“What happened first?”

Wait for answer. If correct, SAY

“What happened second?”

If the answer is incorrect, SAY

“That’s not quite right, ………………………………… happened first. What happened first?”

Wait for answer. Give praise for correct answer and encouragement to try the next question. 

Repeat as necessary. 

Continue until your partner has told you everything that happened in that paragraph. 

Switch after each paragraph so both people get a chance to answer questions. 

Score one point for each correctly answered question. 



Appendix N: Point Score Card

Team Name: ………………... 

Date: …………………Points:

Date: …………………Points:

Date: …………………Points:

Date: …………………Points:

Date: …………………Points:
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